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Abstract 

The data of different information systems is heterogeneous. As systems are being integrated, it’s 

necessary to bridge inconsistencies to reduce heterogenous data. To integrate heterogenous systems 

a mediator can be used. The mediator acts as a middle-layer for integrating systems, it handles 

transfers and translating of data between systems. A case study was conducted, developing a 

prototype of an integration mechanism for exchanging genealogical data, that used the mediator 

concept. Further, a genealogical system was developed to take use of the integration mechanism, 

integrating with a genealogy service. To test the reusability of the integration mechanism, a file 

import/export system and a system for exporting data from the genealogy service to a file was 

developed. The mechanism was based on the usage of a neutral entity model, that integrating systems 

could translate to. A neutralizing/de-neutralizing mechanism was used for the translating of the data 

between the neutral entity model, and a system specific entity model. The integration mechanism was 

added to the genealogy system as an addon. The integration mechanism was successful at integrating 

genealogy data. The outcomes included: The integration mechanism can be added as an addon to one 

or more systems being integrated. It was good to have a neutral entity model, together with a 

neutralizing/de-neutralizing mechanism.  
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1 Introduction 

Information systems are heterogeneous, they all have their own structure. However, information 

systems don’t exist in a vacuum and hence, they need to be integrated to work together with other 

information systems. When it’s necessary to integrate the information systems, the heterogeneous 

structure of them needs to be handled. This creates the need to provide methods for bridging them. 

This thesis set out to finding a proper but simplistic, passive and easily implementable method for 

doing this.  

One single information system, only represent a certain part of an organization and the complete set 

of information system an organization should represent the whole organization. However, the 

organization needs to use information from all information systems, this create the need to transfer 

data between them. Without the use of automatic integration, manual transfer between the 

information systems will be required. (Beynon-Davies, 2009) 

Research about integration is often done on usage in (or between) organization. I argue that the 

problems and needs that occurs in organization, such as data inconsistency and need to transfer data, 

can be applied to single user applications such as the one developed during the case study. Although, 

the reasons for the user might be other than the ones for an organization. A user might simply want 

to use less applications. 

1.1 Purpose and contribution 
The purpose of the thesis is to design and implement an integration mechanism between information 

systems. Furthermore, the research aim to find a general and flexible integration design so that more 

information systems can communicate using the same integration mechanism focusing on 

inconsistencies between heterogenous data. 

This thesis aims to create an integration mechanism for translating and managing inconsistencies 

between data in heterogeneous information systems. It proposes an implementation of such 

integration mechanism that translate heterogeneous data. 

1.1.1 Research question 
This thesis set out to answer the question: 

• How can an integration mechanism be designed to bridge heterogeneous data? 

1.1.2 Limitations 
This thesis doesn’t cover any technical level details or protocol usage for communication between 

system. It doesn’t set out to find a solution on how data is best sent between sender and receiver, for 

example the usage of adapter and how to design and implement them. Furthermore, no thoughts are 

made about creating a secure integration system. 

1.2 Heterogeneous versus inconsistent 
The usage of the term heterogeneous data in this thesis refer to the content and structure differences 

of the data between systems. It doesn’t refer to the differences in technology to store data. 

Inconsistency refers to the individual differences, such as attributes, keys and types. It’s important to 

differ between heterogeneous and inconsistency. Data is heterogeneous and inconsistency is the 

reason. The term inconsistency is used to describe the different reasons, whereas the term 

heterogeneous is used to describe that there exists data that is different (heterogenous). Svensson et 

al. (2004) has separated the inconsistency in two categories: 
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• Attribute inconsistency: Objects are modelled differently in different system, hence the 

attribute that the objects contains might be differently modelled. For instance, in one system 

an object might all the attribute itself, but in another system, some of the attributes might be 

encapsulated in other objects. This causes both systems to be inconsistent with each other. An 

example of this is when one system represents genders as ‘male’ or ‘female’, but another 

system might use the notation ‘m’ or ‘f’. 

• Object inconsistency: This inconsistency occurs when two system has different data. If an 

object is changed, edit or removed on one system, it’s not automatically changed on the other 

system.  

(Svensson et al., 2004). This thesis will only investigate how to handle Attribute inconsistency.  

1.3 Outline 
• Chapter 1:  The work done in the thesis will be introduced. 

• Chapter 2: The methodology used for the work on the thesis is discussed. 

• Chapter 3: The background is presented, discussing the research that has previously been 

conducted on the subject.  

• Chapter 4: A model for system integration is presented, that will later be used in the case study.  

• Chapter 5: The case study is described, outlining the implementation of the integration 

mechanism.  

• Chapter 6: An evaluation and analysis of the case study is described.  

• Chapter 7: The work will be concluded.  

• Chapter 8: Finally, some future research will be proposed. 
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2 Methodology 

To gather data for the thesis a design science approach based case study was conducted. During the 

case study an artefact was developed. The artefact developed consisted of four parts. A prototype of 

a genealogy application, a prototype of an integration mechanism and prototypes of two smaller 

applications. These prototypes were then used together to form a solution for integration.  

To design the integration mechanism prototype, previous research on information system integration 

was investigated (see chapter 3). From the previous research a model (see chapter 4) for the artefact 

was created, consisting of ideas from the previous research and a new take on it. Using this model, the 

artefacts and all the parts it consists of was implemented (see chapter 5).  

After the artefact was implemented, it was evaluated. The evaluation consisted of two part: 

• The functionality of the artefact was tested, to show that it worked as intended. To do this, 

criteria for what it should do was set, it was then tested if it could fulfil the criteria. (see section 

6.1) 

• The artefact was compared and critically evaluated in combination with previous research. The 

key here was to establish differences and investigate if the artefact in fact was useful. For the 

usefulness, considering in what situations it could be used, and in what situation another 

integration mechanism would be preferable. This also involved critically looking at the 

integration process and its parts. (see section 6.2) 

2.1 Development methodology 
To develop the artefact a minimalistic development methodology was used. First a small specification 

of basic functionality and structure was drawn. This specification was based on the model created (see 

chapter 4). The development was then divided into sprints, the sprints however, didn’t have an end-

time, instead a sprint ended when all items in the sprint backlog was finished. If the idea of a new 

functionality was thought of during a sprint, the functionality was added as a new item to the product 

backlog. If a bug was found during the development, it was added to the bugs backlog, acute bugs 

however, was fixed immediately during the active sprint. After a finished sprint, new items where 

added from the product backlog and the bugs backlog to the new sprint backlog.  
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3 Background 

Information systems are developed differently with different support and structures, this result in an 

environment of heterogeneous systems. As systems need to be integrated and cooperate, the 

differences between heterogenous systems needs to be bridged. Previous research has been done on 

how to create integration mechanisms. There exist some different approaches to achieve an effective 

and flexible integration mechanisms. Some of these approaches will be investigated in this section. 

3.1 Integration 
Information system has access to large amount of data from different sources (Wiederhold, 1992). 

Using integration of information systems allows for an organization to better understand their data, 

and hence, integration has proven to benefitable to different types of organization (Gannouni, Beraka, 

& Mathkour, 2012). 

As the amount of data grow, it need to be properly handled. According to Wiederhold (1992) there are 

two types of problems with usage of data.  

• There is a large information sets available, this requires abstraction to be useful. This problem 

can be solved by selecting to restrict the data. Data should also be restricted by abstraction.  

• Between systems there exists inconsistency of data, for example: The keys used for 

identification of objects differs between systems. The scope an entity can vary between 

systems, e.g. in one systems, the entity Employee might also contain consultants, where as in 

another it might not.  

(Wiederhold, 1992) 

3.2 Service-oriented Architecture 
A service in service-oriented Architecture have three requirements: 

• Technological neutral: A service needs to use standards from protocol etc. 

• Loosely coupled: A service should not require any information or knowledge about internal 

structure in any other system. 

• Location transparency: The information about the location of a service should be available. 

(Papazoglou, 2003) 

Services can be stand-alone or they can be created as a combination of other services. Services can 

help applications to be integrated with other application, even if the application wasn’t developed in 

a way that supports easy integration. They can also help building new functionality that is integrated 

with existing functionality in an application. A service-based application has a set of services that are 

independent and have interfaces invokable by users. Each service should be developed so that coupling 

between applications using them are loose. (Papazoglou, 2003) 

Information System Architecture has mostly focused on information systems that can eliminate the 

need for integration by using a single database that fulfil the needs. Because of this there has not been 

enough attention to integration. However, many organizations have many information systems 

installed that needs to be integrated. To describe the system integration a IS Service can be used. An 

IS Service contains operations used for manipulating data within the information system. (Vasconcelos, 

Mira da Silva, Fernandes, & Tribolet, 2004)  
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Vasconcelos et al. (2004) proposes a model for Information System Architecture, that they then 

extended with an integration part. The parts of the un-extended model called Organizational 

Engineering Centre are: 

• Business Process: Is the activities the produces value for the customer.  

• Information Entity: A thing, concept, person etc., something that is relevant in the context.  

• IS Block: The mechanisms and operations that is used to control data.  

• IT Block: The IT Block realizes the IS Block, it can realize one or more blocks. It consists of 

infrastructure, platform and technological- and software components. Different blocks inherit 

from the IT Block, they are: 

o IT Infrastructure Block: The physical part, consisting of computers, servers, networks, 

etc.  

o IT Platform Block: The IT Platform Block is a representation of the services that are 

needed to implement and deploy. 

o IT Application Block: The technical implementation, with different kinds, presentation, 

logic, data and coordination.  

• Business Service: The IS Block provides operations that support Business Processes. They are 

represented by the Business Service.  

• IS Service: The IS Block provides operations for interoperability between IS Blocks. They are 

represented by the IS Service. 

• IT Service: The IT Block provides technical services which are represented by the IT Service. 

(Vasconcelos et al., 2004) 

It’s possible to divide the process of integration into three parts, the source, the target and the relation 

between the two. Using these concepts, the Organizational Engineering Centre model can be extended 

with two concepts: 

• IT Integration Block: When consideration the source and target parts of the integration, there 

are two dimensions.  The dimensions are automation level, and role type. The automation level 

describes the action taken to perform the integration in a system, this can be done 

automatically or by human interactions. The role type describes if a system within the 

integration process is a source or a target. It is proposed that a IT Integration Block is used to 

encapsulate the two dimensions. The IT Integration Block can be used to extend  the IT 

Platform Block and the IT Application Block. (Vasconcelos et al., 2004) 

• IT Integration Service: The relation part can get encapsulated using the IT Integration Service, 

consisting of three levels. Technological Level, over what medium; Synchronism Level, if it’s 

synchronous or asynchronous; Organization Level, where in the organization(s) does the 

integration take place. (Vasconcelos et al., 2004) 

According to Vasconcelos et al. (2004) it’s useful to also see integration from an information and 

application perspective, instead of just from the technological perspective. They proposed the IT 

Integration Block and the IT Integration Service together with the Organizational Engineering Centre 

model as a way to do this. (Vasconcelos et al., 2004) 
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Standards for data exchange has improved the integration, but it can’t solve all problems, other parts 

of integration should also be improved. A service-oriented approach can be used to achieve 

integration. This approach will create a layer between the different information systems. The benefit 

of this is that each manufacture only need to have knowledge about their own information system. 

This will reduce the complexity of the integration. There will be no need to have detailed knowledge 

of both information system, if they are being integrated. (Wang, Wang, & Zhu, 2005) 

There should be a third role in the integration process, the Integration Service Management 

Framework. Each system can then provide a service for communicating with the framework. The 

framework can then communicate with other systems over their services. As there is only a need for 

each manufacturer of a system to know their own system, security can be increased. Since the need 

for engaging in other systems structure isn’t necessary the technical complexity and coupling between 

systems decreases. Each system communicates with a service representing interface to the Integration 

Service Management Framework, where every system gets registered as modules. (Wang et al., 2005) 

Wang et al. (2005) has defines four main blocks that the Integration Service Management Framework 

consist of: 

• Configuration block: In the Configuration Block services gets discovered, created and 

composed, this serves as the workflow of systems. These functions are requested from the 

Management Block by the service users. All information about a created service gets stored in 

a Workflow Model Repository, the services can then be retrieved from there and updated 

depending on request from the users. 

• Execution block: In the Execution Block a service gets executed upon a request from users of 

the services. The Execution Block should bind other services that is related to the service being 

executed. A service being executed should be monitored by the Management Block. 

• Management block: The Management Block is responsible for controlling and managing the 

other blocks. First a request from a user is parsed, then a service is either started or 

configurated. After a configuration of a service, it will also be started for execution. As a service 

is executing, it can be stopped by Management Block. A stopped service can either be re-

configurated or re-executed. A service being executed should also be monitored, to know the 

current status of the service being executed.  

• Management infrastructure block: In this block, the functions to operate the framework exists 

and the environment runs.  

(Wang et al., 2005)  

3.3 Mediators and middleware integration 
The concept of mediation originates from the time as corporations used central information centres, 

this was a manual approach. This approach however caused some problems. By using a single central 

mediator it’s not possible to deal with the variety of information that exist. The single centre can also 

not deal with automation and it leaves the user of an application with the task of finding the centres 

to get the information he/she needs. To get away from the concept of using central information 

centres Wiederhold (1992) defined a new way of using mediators. His proposed version was utilizing 

an automatic structure without the need for any interference of manual labour. (Wiederhold, 1992) 

Wiederhold (1992) defines a mediator as: “A mediator is a software module that exploits encoded 

knowledge about certain sets or subsets of data to create information for a higher layer of 

applications.”  He also states that the mediators should be an active layer and that the goal of a 

mediator is to establish sharable architecture. Mediators should simplify, abstract, reduce, merge and 
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explain data. The mediator is a layer that exist between the resources of data and the applications 

used by users. This should be implemented so that the application layer is independent of the data 

resource level. Furthermore, it is promoted that a mediator should be small and simple, one expert or 

small group should be able to maintain it. Wiederhold (1992) proposes that a mediator should be 

inspectable by users. The idea of inspectability is that a user should be able to evaluate the criteria that 

a mediator uses to filter information. He also thinks that a database should only be used by a limited 

number of mediators, because database systems should be autonomous. If a database system is used 

by too many mediators the risk is that the database will not be autonomous any more. The mediators 

should be able to deliver data independent from the database system, this will ensure that the 

database system can evolve on its own. (Wiederhold, 1992) 

Mediators exist as a three-layer architecture, were the mediator has the central roll. On the user level, 

independent user applications exist and on the base level database management system exists. As a 

user sets out to do a task, most of the times multiple mediators will be needed. There are two 

interfaces of communication to the mediator. The first is the User’s workstation interface to the 

mediators and the second is the mediator to the database management system interface. The first of 

them deals with the access between the user application and the mediator. It should be defined in a 

high-level language and it’s not necessary to make it user-friendly. Instead the purpose is for the 

workstation application to provide the appropriate communication for the interface. The interface 

should be based on language concepts and not be a standard. The usage of language makes it possible 

to provide flexibility, composability, iteration and evaluation in the interface. The second interface 

provides the access between the database system and the mediator. If the interface that is general 

need to take use of standardization, while a more specialized one doesn’t need this. If a mediator take 

use of several database systems, it can use its own logic to generate and filter the data. However, if 

multiple sources are used, it’s likely that result will be incomplete. As the user application and the data 

source gets separated it makes it possible for mediators to structure the data, without any effect on 

the functionality. (Wiederhold, 1992) 

Systems need to be integrated between many systems that are heterogeneous. By integration of 

systems into open architectures an alternative to re-develop old systems are provided. It is however a 

challenge to integrate systems. They can use different type of technologies and use different type of 

storages. The data in different systems is represented in different ways. For example, some systems 

might store the gender of a person with letter, whereas other might use a number. This means that 

integrating any two systems will require handling differences between them. To overcome these 

issues, it’s proposed that a mediator service is used. (Xu, Sauquet, Zapletal, Lemaitre, & Degoulet, 

2000) 

A mediator service should be designed in a way that makes it flexible and extensible, it should be usable 

with any two systems. Further the mediator service should have a generic model, but should be able 

to be specialized. The mediator service should work both in one- and two-way, meaning it sent or 

receive only, or both sending and receiving. The mediator should be able to receive any type of 

information and handle, and send it further to the receiving system. A mediator can be specialized by 

developing interfaces for two specific systems. The general way of a mediator is that the sender system 

sends information via the interface to the mediator. In the mediator, some intermediate 

representation and filtering of the information occurs. The information is then sent further via an 

interface for the receiver system to reach that system. (Xu et al., 2000) 
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The interface of a mediator connects between a system using the communication API of that system. 

It needs to take care of the communication protocol, such as http and the syntax, such as xml. An 

interface should have a manager for communication and one for the implemented syntax. To send 

information to another system, the sender system sends to the mediator using the communication 

manager of the interface. The information is then handled by the syntax manager of the interface and 

the information sent further to the intermediate representation of the mediator. The data gets 

handled there and is then sent in a filtered state to the syntax manager of the receiver’s interface. 

Finally the information gets to the receiver system via the communication manager of the interface. 

(Xu et al., 2000) 

3.4 Neutral Entity Model 
As system gathers information from other systems, interoperating between the information becomes 

cumbersome. The data will be heterogeneous as every system has its own representations and 

structures of data, making it inconsistent. Normally a translation between systems is required, even if 

the integration is just between two systems. As the number of systems being integrated raises, so does 

the complexity of the integration. (Chenhui, Huilong, & Xudong, 2008; Haas et al., 1999; Svensson, 

Vetter, & Werner, 2004) 

A successful middleware, must have schemas for transforming data between several systems. The 

middleware should be able to connect to several sources and then be able to transform the data from 

them. It should also be able to handle complex transformations of data, as there might be complex 

queries sent to the middleware. The middleware has a wrapper for the various data sources together 

with mapping of data. The wrappers should be able to transform the data from the different sources 

to its own format. Within the middleware, each wrapper model their object to the middleware’s 

format. The wrapper should then provide an interface which describes the behaviour of the objects. 

By using the definitions from the interface, the wrapper should be able to create or change objects, 

attributes, types and relationships. (Haas et al., 1999) 

A middleware should provide a schema for data transformation with enough information to bridge 

differences and match objects of different system. When creating the schemas, it’s necessary to also 

map metadata. Some system might have represented entities as metadata, whereas other system 

might have represented the same entities as data. Hence, schemas should not just map metadata to 

metadata and data to data, they should also be able to map data to metadata. Furthermore, systems 

might represent the same object with different names or keys. The objects might also have names that 

are similar in different system. It’s important to find the objects that are equivalent so that they can 

be transformed. (Haas et al., 1999) 

One problem with system integration is when several systems must be integrated with each other. In 

these cases, the complexity for integration them will be high. As the number of systems to be 

integrated increases, the number of interfaces between them increases exponentially. There are 

multiple integration interfaces that are different between systems. The process of integration of 

several customized systems increases the time cost of integration as it increases the time for 

integration and the maintenance cost. (Chenhui et al., 2008) 
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To remove the complexity problem a System integration engine can be used. A system integration 

engine can also be used to collect and store data from several systems. The centralized integration 

engine provides benefits over non-centralized integration. All systems that are to be integrated, only 

needs to integrate with the integration engine. This reduces the number of system interfaces needed 

and complexity of integrating the systems. By using a Workflow Driver, it will also be possible to reduce 

some extra time for integration and maintenance as it will be possible to do some processing there. To 

be able to create a useful integration engine, the engine needs to support different types of protocols 

and interfaces. (Chenhui et al., 2008) 

The engine consists of four parts, interface adaptors, message normalizer, message customizer and 

workflow driver. The interface adaptors communicate with the information systems using different 

types of protocols. The message normalizer converts data from an information system’s specific 

representation to a generic representation. Message Customizer converts back the generic 

representation to a specific representation. Finally, the workflow driver is responsible for generating 

output messages using the input messages. (Chenhui et al., 2008) 

According to Chenhui et al. (2008) the four parts of the middleware integration engine: 

• Message normalizer: Different systems use different notations and structures for messages. 

To be able to use the messages between systems normalization is required. This requires the 

usage of message definition containing the definition of each message for each system. The 

Message Normalizer converts the message from a system to a normalized message.  

• Message customizer: There is a requirement to convert an output message to a format that is 

understood by the receiving system. This is done by a Message Customizer that takes a 

normalized message and converts it into a customized message according to the message 

definitions.  

• Workflow Driver: By using the incoming message in normalized form as an input parameter 

the Workflow Driver generates an outcoming normalized message to send to a receiving 

system. This is done with Workflow Configurations, the configuration of the Workflow Driver. 

• Interface adaptors: Interface adapters are the communication part, where information is sent 

between systems. Systems have different protocols and way they communicate; the Interface 

Adaptors are responsible for using these in the correct way.  

(Chenhui et al., 2008) 

The problem with attribute inconsistency between systems can be solved by using a Global information 

model. A Global information model is a model that can be used when data is exchanged between 

systems. Instead of communicating between different system using their local model, each system 

converts to the global information model before performing any communication. This mean that to 

integrate with other systems, a system must provide a translation mechanism. By providing type 

mapping between a type in a local system and a type in the global information model, it will be possible 

to create translations. It will also be necessary to provide not just a link between types, also it’s needed 

to provide mappings between data types. To solve the problem with object inconsistency can be solved 

using instance relation. This is basically a reference into a instance in local systems that can be used to 

create a relation between the instance in the local system and the instance in the global model. 

(Svensson et al., 2004) 
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To implement the Type mapping, instance relations and the global model, a service-oriented approach 

is proposed. The Type mapping and instance relation will be implemented as independent service. The 

service for type mapping translates between a local model and the global model. By providing a 

synchronization service, the instance relations concept is implemented. Between local system with 

their adapters a layer for the communication, infrastructure and global model is needed. This layer 

acts as a central intermediator. (Svensson et al., 2004) 
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4 Integration model 

This chapter will discuss how the concepts and models from chapter 3 can be used within the scope of 

this thesis. The model that was used for the case study is described and proposed in this chapter. 

4.1 Possible integration methods 
From the literature, different approaches for system integration has been identified. In this section, 

the different approaches will be discussed. Finally, the approach selected will be described and 

proposed.  

4.1.1 Direct interface integration 
Direct integration uses interfaces to connect directly between systems. This integration method 

integrates two systems directly with each other. When this method is used every system that needs to 

be integrated also needs to integrate with every system. This has the plus side that it’s fast to 

implement if only two systems need to be implemented. It has the downside that the developer of the 

integration must know every system that he/she is integrating. Further, the interfaces between 

systems increases exponentially (Chenhui et al., 2008). Hence, if many systems need to be integrated, 

the time for implementing the integration will increase exponentially for each system. Figure 4.1 shows 

how direct interface integration works. 

 

Figure 4.1: Direct interface integration 

4.1.2 Mediation integration 
This integration method doesn’t require every system to be integrated with every system. Instead each 

system only needs to integrate with the integration mechanism. The integration mechanism will then 

act as a middle layer, passing on the operations from each system. This has the plus side that the 

developer of the integration only must know about one system and the integration mechanism. 

Another plus side is that when several systems is in place and need to be integrated, it will go faster to 

integrate them. The downside is that it takes longer to build the initial integration system. Figure 4.2 

shows how mediation integration works. 

 

Figure 4.2: Mediation Integration 

4.1.3 Picking the method 
Both Xu et al. (2000) and Chenhui et al. (2008) has created middleware system that is used by a large 

amount of system. In the case of this thesis however, only a few systems were integrated, with only 

two of them being large. For this reason, it could have been chosen to do a direct integration. That 

would have been faster. However, by using a middleware integration method flexibility and 

extensibility is provided. 
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Both the direct and the mediation integration methods will require usage of a translation mechanism 

to translate the content of the different systems. Given this it’s possible to create a simple weighting 

for the development time of an integration mechanism. This would give that direct integration is 2n-1 

and mediation integration is 1+n, where n is the number of systems being implemented. Even if this 

example is over-simplified, it’s an indicator that integration by directly connecting interfaces between 

systems might cost time in the longer perspective. Hence, providing a strong reason for using a 

mediation integration method. 

After investigating the benefits and downsides of direct versus mediation, it was decided to use a 

mediation integration approach. The main reason for this is the flexibility and extensibility it provides, 

when dealing with heterogenous data. It will support an easy possibility to add more systems to the 

integration mechanism. 

4.2 Connecting to the integration 
A common method used in the literature is to provide a central system that a system wishing to 

integrate can to connect to. This methodology is proposed by Chenhui et al. (2008); Haas et al. (1999); 

Xu et al. (2000) to be used mostly within organizations and larger scopes. Using a smaller scope, as in 

the case study of this thesis, it can be interesting to choose a different approach. Such different 

approach that will be suggested for the thesis is to add the integration mechanism directly to one 

system, using that system to drive the mechanism. After doing research on the subject of mediation, 

no evidence of this method previously being tried was found (it can still exist, but hasn’t been found). 

This make that approach interesting to use. Hence, since the artefact that was developed during the 

case study was used for a small scope, it provides the opportunity to try this methodology.  

There should be two ways for two systems to communicate. The first is to send something, the second 

is to receive something. A system sends to another system, and that system will then receive it. 

According to Ritter & Holzleitner (2015) messages can be exchanged in one of two patterns, in-only or 

in-out. The in-out pattern will result in a response from the receiver, whereas the in-only will result in 

no response. The model proposed for the thesis will support both in-only and in-out. To support this, 

the integration mechanism can simply be used two times, one from each end, enabling the use of in-

out.  

4.3 Proposal of a model 
In this section, the model that was used for developing the integration mechanism in the case study is 

described and proposed. By using the integration mechanism, each system that connects to it should 

be able to use any of the operations that another system has opened to the integration mechanism. 

To do this, a Neutral Entity Model is required, this is an entity model that is created to be used by the 

integration mechanism. It should support functionality useful for different types of systems that uses 

the integration mechanism. However, it can still be generalized to support a certain semantics (as in 

the case study, genealogy data). A System Specific Entity Model represent the internal entity model 

used by a system that is connecting to the Integration mechanism. The System Specific Entity Model is 

created specifically for usage in one system, usually without special thoughts about other systems. The 

integration mechanism needs to provide the possibility to translate between a System Specified Entity 

Model and the Neutral Entity Model.  

4.3.1 Neutralization and De-neutralization 
To use the Neutral Entity Model, translations are required. For this purpose, the concept of neutralizing 

and de-neutralizing is introduced. Neutralizing is when the data from the System Specific Entity Model 

is translated (neutralized) to the Neutral Entity Model. In the other direction De-neutralizing is used, 

translating (de-neutralizing) the Neutral Entity Model to a System Specific Entity Model. For example, 
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if data of a person is sent, the person might have different structure in different systems. The 

neutralization mechanism takes the data of the person in the format of the sender system, and 

neutralizes it to the neutral format. The de-neutralization mechanism does the opposite, it takes the 

person in the neutral format and de-neutralizes it to the format of the receiver system. 

4.3.2 The integration process 
The process of the integration consists of three main types of steps, System Specific API, Neutral API 

and Neutralizers/De-neutralizers. The System Specific API consist of methods specified by a system, 

using its own neutral entity model, this is used for a system to communicate with the integration 

mechanism. The Neutral API consists of the same methods as the System Specific API, but it uses a 

neutral entity model. By having the Neutral API specified, a system opens for connecting with other 

systems. The Neutralize/De-neutralize step enables for translations between System Specific Entity 

Models and the Neutral Entity Model. By using those steps I’s possible to send and receive information 

between two systems, without the system knowing anything about their entity models. In figure 4.3 

and examples is showed, System A uses the Integration mechanism to send and System B receives. For 

the process to complete, the message from System A has to be neutralized and then de-neutralized. 

 

Figure 4.3: Overview of the integration process.  
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All the steps of the process for System A sending an object (of any type) to System B are:  

1. Send an objected defined by system A’s system specific entity model to the integration 

mechanism.  

2. Translate the object to a type defined by the neutral entity model. 

3. Send the neutral object to a receiving method of system B. 

4. The integration mechanism of system B will translate the neutral object to a type defined by 

System B’s system specific entity model. 

5. The integration mechanism sends the object further to System B. 

6. System B does something with the object and may respond to system B if it so desires. 

4.3.3 System integration addon 
The integration mechanism is designed to be used as an addon to a system. This removes the 

requirement for a central integration system. With this design, each system run the integration 

mechanism by its own. A system that need the integration mechanism will simply add the integration 

mechanism as an addon. Then each other system that the system need to integrate with can be added 

as a module to the system integration addon. Every module connects between a system and the 

integration mechanism. In figure 4.4 the System integration addon is showed. The dotted connections 

represent connection to an external system. 

 

Figure 4.4: System integration addon.  

4.3.4 API Visibility 
From a wider perspective, this creates a structure where each system has visibility to its own version 

System Specific API and the Neutral API, but not the other systems version. The Neutral API is visible 

for all systems. By creating this structure, it’s not necessary for a system to know how the other system 

works. To use the integration mechanism, it’s required for the system to create an own version of the 

Neutral API. This Neutral API should be a neutral version the System Specific API, creating the possibility 

for other systems to connect. Each module has a neutral API that is visible for other systems. When 

designing a module for the integration mechanism, the developer must provide the neutral API, using 

a neutral entity model. Further, a system specific API can be provided using the system specific entity 

model. A developer of another system can then provide a system specific API for that system, that uses 

the neutral API to connect to the first system. In figure 4.5 the API visibility is presented. 
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Figure 4.5: Visibility of API between systems. 
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5 Case Study 

For this thesis, a case study was conducted. A genealogy system where developed and integrated with 

an external genealogy search service. An integration mechanism was developed to create the 

integration of the different systems. To furthermore show the functionality of the integration system 

a second small system was developed for import and export from the search service to a file. All the 

parts of the artefact were developed during the case study, except FamilySearch, GEDCOM X and some 

support libraries. To implement all the part of the artefact, C# was used as the programming language. 

5.1 About the system 
For the case study, a genealogy system called Thesis Genealogy was developed. The purpose of the 

system is for a genealogy researcher to input information about persons and their relatives. The system 

can store information about persons, relationships between persons and events in a person’s life such 

as birth and death. There is also functionality for adding sources for everything. Information can be 

added to the system in two ways. The user can either add information manually for each person, 

relationship, genealogic event or source. Secondly the user can use the built-in FamilySearch search 

function to search for and automatically add the information. This thesis is focusing on the second 

method as that method uses integration. In figure 5.1 the main window of Thesis Genealogy is showed 

it contains and exampled showing the family tree of Arne Svensson with three generations of ancestors 

and his children. Lines that go to nowhere indicates that there are more to see. Changing the selected 

person can be done by clicking on him/her. Blue borders indicate male and pink indicates female. 

 

Figure 5.1: Main window of Thesis Genealogy.  
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There are different ways a genealogy system can be designed. One way is to centre around the nuclear 

family. This approach however has some flaws, it creates the need for some person to be part of a 

several families. A child will in this way not be a child of a person, instead he/she will be a child of a 

family. This creates some problems as a child might have both biological parents and foster/step 

parent(s). For example, if one child’s father dies and the mother remarries, a new family must be 

created. In this case, it’s needed to add the mother-child relationship twice or we must create a new 

family without the biological mother. Furthermore, it can be problematic if the biological/foster/step 

property is added to the family entity.  

A different approach would be to treat the data as something found by research, i.e. from the source 

materials. From the sources, the researcher can draw conclusions and input them to the system. This 

approach was used for the case study. With this approach, the system is centred on the conclusion. A 

conclusion should have a set of sources, a level of confidence and some content. With this approach, 

a relationship between two persons is merely a conclusion. This makes it easier to add a step/foster 

parent, and it also makes it possible to have relationships that isn’t linked to a nuclear family, such as 

a friend. 

5.1.1 About the search method. 
The system contains a method to search on the FamilySearch database. To search on the database the 

user picks the FamilySearch tab and searches for a person. A list of match results I displayed to the 

user. The user can pick one of the results to see details about it. It’s possible for the user to choose 

what information the he/she wants to add. When the user adds a found match to the system a source 

is automatically added to all the added information to indicate that the information was found on 

FamilySearch. To link a found person to the current family tree the user can add a new relationship 

with an existing person. 

5.1.2 About the import/export method 
The system can also import genealogical data from a GEDCOM X file or a FamilySearch family tree. It’s 

also possible to export to GEDCOM X file. The user can import from FamilySearch by entering the id of 

a person in the FamilySearch family tree. The FamilySearch family tree is a personal tree that is created 

by a register user at FamilySearch. Only a tree created by the logged in user can be imported. 

5.1.3 Layers 
For storing data in the system, a MSSQL database is used. For the communication with the database 

Entity Framework is used and a repository pattern is used for CRUD operation against Entity 

Framework. A service layer exists for the business operations of the system. For the interaction with 

the user Windows Form is used. Lastly a model layer, available for all other layers is used for the entities 

in the system. 

5.2 Entity model 
In this section, the entities in Thesis Genealogy’s entity model is described. The entity model was design 

using the authors own knowledge and experience from genealogy research. Inspiration was also taken 

from the GEDCOM X specification.  

5.2.1 Conclusions 
In Thesis Genealogy, everything that is entered into the system is a conclusion. Conclusion therefore 

makes up the basis for the system. A conclusion consists of some fact (such as a name of a person) and 

source(s) from where the fact was found.  
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5.2.1.1 Persons 

A person contains the details about a person. Each person has relations to names (see section 5.2.1.2),  

a gender affiliation (see section 5.2.1.3), relationships (see section 5.2.1.4) and genealogy events (see 

section 5.2.1.5). Persons are core entities in the system, as genealogy is a study of persons and their 

ancestors. Figure 5.2 shoes the GUI for editing a person. 

 

Figure 5.2: Editing a person. 

5.2.1.2 Names 

Names is in Thesis Genealogy a representation of several name parts, where each part can have several 

spellings. It’s normal for spellings of a name to differ over time, for different reasons. There are four 

types of name parts, prefix, given name, surname and suffix. Since a name spelling can change over 

time it’s also possible to enter a date or period for when the spelling is valid. 

5.2.1.3 Gender affiliation 

Gender affiliation describes what gender a person has. There are four genders available, male, female, 

unknown and other. The other gender also gives the possibility for the user to freely define the gender. 

A person can only have one gender affiliation. The unknown gender type exists since the gender of a 

dead born baby isn’t always noted or for other cases when the gender isn’t known. The other gender 

type exists mainly to fill modern cases where a person doesn’t consider hirself as male or female. It 

doesn’t exist to fill the case of intersexuality (in historical context often noted as hermaphrodite) as 

such person would normally have a binary gender noted in the books. 
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5.2.1.4 Relationships 

A relationship describes a link between exactly two persons. In Thesis Genealogy, several types of 

relationships exist. There is bound and unbound relationships. A bound relationship describes a 

relationship that is biological. The subtypes of a bound relationship are Parent – Child, Sibling, and 

Sibling of Parent – Child. The last two can also be implicitly represented by using the Parent – Child 

type. An unbound relationship describes a relationship that isn’t biological. The subtypes of unbound 

are Couple and Friend. 

Two persons can’t be linked with more than one bound relationship, but they can be linked with 

several unbound relationships. E.g. it’s not possible to be both someone’s child and sibling, but it’s 

possible to be both friends and a couple. It’s also possible for two persons to be linked with a bound 

and one or more unbound relationships (a very rare case). 

Relationships exist explicitly or implicitly. An explicit relationship is a relationship that has been added, 

i.e. it exists as an entity. For example, a sibling relationship added by the user. This is useful if the 

parents are unknown or to add information about a sibling relationship. An implicit relationship is a 

relationship that is created by two other relationships, i.e. it doesn’t exist as an entity. For example, a 

sibling relationship created because there exists two persons with the same parent. 

5.2.1.5 Genealogical events 

A genealogical event represents an event in one or more person’s life. The term genealogy event will 

be used, and not the term event to prevent confusion with events in .Net. There are different types of 

genealogy events that can be used, a few premade types exist and the user is also being able to create 

custom types. 

5.2.1.6 Event roles 

Event roles is the relation between genealogy events and persons. It describes how each person that 

takes part in a genealogy event relates to the genealogy event. A person can be of different type in the 

role, there are principle, participant, official and witness role types. There are also types for when the 

role is unknown or other. Several persons can be connected to a genealogy event via the event roles. 

5.2.2 Source handling 
One of the most important things in genealogical work is handling sources. Therefore, Thesis 

Genealogy must have source handling built-in. Sources can be added to a library of sources. Every 

source can also be divided into several parts, e.g. representing a specific page. Sources can then be 

referred to from a conclusion. A source can be set as first or second hand. Second hand sources can 

refer to another source. Figure 5.3 shows the GUI for editing a source. To the source, two parts has 

been added, covering page 5 and page 15. Page 15 has been used as a reference on time, for the person 

Arne Svensson. 
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Figure 5.3: Editing the source Uppåkra AII:6.  

5.2.3 Genealogy dates 
When handling dates in a genealogy system, some special thoughts must be considered. A normal date 

class as the one existing in .NET and MSSQL isn’t sufficient. A date in a genealogical context isn’t always 

exact, it might be a span of several dates and/or have open starts and endings. Furthermore, the 

Datetime structure used in MSSQL can’t have dates before January 1, 1753 (“SqlDateTime.MinValue 

Field (System.Data.SqlTypes),” n.d.). This is required for persons born before that date. To solve this 

problems dates are represented by string values.  

5.2.4 Notes 
Notes exist for all conclusions and have a text field for custom content. The purpose of notes is to add 

extra information that isn’t possible with other properties. Notes are stored in real text format and the 

user can use some basic text formatting on it. 

5.3 Layers 
The system architecture of Thesis Genealogy uses layers to divide the parts of the system. The layers 

that are used are described in this section. 

5.3.1 Database and repository 
The content (entity model) of the database was described in section 5.2, here the technical part of the 

database is described. For the database, MSSQL is used. No connections or SQL are made directly to 

the database, instead Entity Framework is used. The reason for using Entity Framework is that the 

database doesn’t have to be managed. Since this is a prototype, the connections are done using a 

Singleton, always keeping a connection open. In a real version, the connection would always have to 

be closed after each usage and it wouldn’t be useful to have a Singleton.  
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The connection to Entity Framework is structured using a repository layer. For each type in the 

database a class representing that type was created. It is possible to perform CRUD operation to all 

entities in the database. Many types inherit from other types, for those cases, the repository class also 

inherit from the appropriate class. There is also an interface IRepository that describes all the methods, 

that a repository class must have. Each class can add a new object in the repository, update an existing 

object, delete an object and lastly it can get one or all objects from the repository. When a new object 

gets added to the repository it gets an id. Ids are incremented automatically with one, starting at the 

value 1. Hence an object with the id 0, isn’t in the database. When an object is received from the 

database, it also includes its related objects.  

5.3.2 Service layer 
For the business code in Thesis Genealogy, there is a service layer. The observer pattern is used to 

communicate back to the user interface, this is implemented using C#’s events. To be able to use 

events over different instances, they are made static. Communication to the service layer are done 

using different methods for different actions. The structure of the service layer is based on the different 

entities in the entity model. Each class in the service layer handles one type in the entity model. There 

are many different actions that can be performed depending on the type. Most methods get objects 

depending on specified criteria and they can also be joined. There are also methods to add new objects 

to the system, it may also be an object that is added as a property to another object. 

5.3.3 User interface 
The user interface is implemented using Windows Forms. It’s based on one main window and sub-

windows for different operations, such as edit a person. The part of the interface has been divided into 

smaller parts that can be reused. There is a common part for adding a source reference to any subtype 

of Conclusion. This is because the user interface for adding a source reference uses the superclass 

Conclusion. The user interface listens to the events of the service layer, so that when an object is changed 

in one window, it also gets changed in other windows that uses the same object.  

5.4 Inconsistencies between Thesis Genealogy and FamilySearch 
The integration mechanism that was developed, had to be able to bridge the inconsistencies of 

different system. To get a better understanding on how inconsistencies between system might look 

like, the inconsistencies of Thesis Genealogy and FamilySearch are discussed in this section. 

FamilySearch supports the usage of three genders, male, Female and Unknown. Thesis Genealogy on 

the other hand has the support for four genders, male, female, unknown and other. Furthermore, 

Thesis Genealogy supports the possibility to freely add custom genders. Genders are stored a bit 

differently in FamilySearch and Thesis Genealogy. In Thesis Genealogy, genders are represented by a 

Gender object, but in FamilySearch it’s represented as a value of the enum GenderType. See section 5.2.1.3 

for a detailed description on how Thesis Genealogy handles genders. 

Names are handled a bit different in the systems. In Thesis Genealogy, each person can have one name 

consisting of name parts. Each part can then have different spellings. On the other hand, in 

FamilySearch, names are stored as a name consisting of name parts, and a full text name (constructed 

from all parts). A Name in FamilySearch can also have NameForms, supporting different versions and 

spellings of the name.  

Another inconsistency between the systems is relationships. In FamilySearch, there exist two types of 

relationships, couple and parent – child. However, in Thesis Genealogy there exist several more types 

of relationships and the relationships are further divided as being biological relationships or non-

biological relationships. For details about relationships in Thesis Genealogy, see 5.2.1.4. 
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5.5 The integration mechanism. 
The integration model was defined in section 4.3, here it’s described how it was implemented. 

5.5.1 Overall structure of integration 
The Integration System consists of four parts. Neutralization of system specific entity model to the 

neutral entity model; de-neutralization of the neutral entity model to a system specific entity model; a 

neutral entity model and API for communication between systems. The neutral entity model is a used 

as a for sending information between system using an API. Each system has its own API for transferring 

information. To make this work there must be two versions of the API, one that is specified using the 

neutral model (neutral API) and one internal version based on the system specific entity model (system 

specific API). For the actual communication between systems, only the neutral entity model version of 

the API is used. The system specific API should only be used as a converting mechanism between entity 

models.  

The neutralization part of the system creates the mechanism for converting a system specific entity 

model to the neutral entity model. The neutralization is called by the system specific API to create a 

neutral version of an object. The neutral object can then be used against another system specific API 

for communication. In the same way, the de-neutralization part of the system creates the mechanism 

for converting the neutral entity model to a system specific entity model. 

A neutral entity model is an entity model that is defined to be used without any considerations of the 

construction of the other systems being integrated. This mean that the neutral entity model must 

support enough functionality to be able to integrate all aspects of a system. However, the supported 

functionality will be restricted to a certain type of system, in this case genealogy.  

A system specific entity model is an entity model that is used internally in a system. There should be 

no consideration on how another systems system specific entity model works when constructing the 

integration. It should also be possible to create the integration whiteout knowing anything about the 

system specific entity model of another system. Figure 5.4 shows how the integration mechanism is 

implemented for Thesis Genealogy, connection to File Import/Export System and FamilySearch. 
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Figure 5.4: Overview of the integration mechanism 

The flow when Thesis Genealogy and FamilySearch communicates works as follows. Thesis Genealogy 

sends an object to the system specific API. In the System Specific API - that is specified by the system 

specific entity model – the object is sent to the neutralization mechanism where the object gets 

converted to a neutral object defined by the neutral entity model. The neutral object is then sent to 

the neutral API. From the neutral API the neutral object is sent to the System Specific API of 

FamilySearch. The neutral object is here sent to the de-neutralization mechanism where it’s converted 

to a system specific object defined by FamilySearch. The response from FamilySearch will then be 

handled in the same manner. 

The integration mechanism can be run by Thesis Genealogy or any other system. It would also have 

been possible to have the integration mechanism running as a standalone system. The chosen 

implementation removes a need for separate system and hence allows the mechanism to work 

without extra connections. It also made it smaller fitting the scope of the case study. To hook to the 

integration mechanism Thesis Genealogy uses services that serves each functionality. The service is 

used from Thesis Genealogy, the service then connects to the System Specific API of Thesis 

Genealogy. The service doesn’t need to be handling any converting or changing of the information 

before sending it to the API. Figure 5.5 shows how Thesis Genealogy connects to FamilySearch. 
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Figure 5.5: Structure of the implementation of the integration.  

5.5.1.1 System integration addon 

The integration mechanism is designed to be used as an addon to a system as proposed in section 

4.3.3. To Thesis Genealogy has been added, the System integration addon containing three modules, 

Thesis Genealogy’s own module, a module for the File Import/Export System and a module for 

FamilySearch. The modules connect between the integration mechanism and its system. Thesis 

Genealogy doesn’t know anything about the other modules, except the API. Furthermore, Thesis 

Genealogy has no knowledge about anything in the other systems. Figure 5.6 shows the design of the 

system integration addon used by Thesis Genealogy to connect to FamilySearch and File Import/Export 

System. The dotted connections represent connection to external systems 
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Figure 5.6: The design of the system integration addon. 

5.5.2 API 
In the integration system, the logic for sending to another system exist within a API. To create a 

function in the API, it was needed to first create a class representing the function on the Thesis 

Genealogy level. That class merely converts the request to send to FamilySearch to the neutral model. 

The response from FamilySearch will also be converted in that class. On the integration system level 

the API function sends the request and receive the response to FamilySearch. There is no need to know 

anything more about the FamilySearch API since it uses GEDCOM X. In figure 5.7 the visibility between 

APIs is showed. Thesis Genealogy has visibility of its own version and the neutral version. FamilySearch 

has visibility of its own and the neutral version. 
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Figure 5.7: Visibility of APIs between systems.  

The API has been constructed so that each method is called from Thesis Genealogy and is then received 

by FamilySearch that will then response. It’s not possible for FamilySearch to send something to Thesis 

Genealogy. This is because the Integration System is run by Thesis Genealogy. 

5.5.3 Defining a neutral integration entity model 
The base of the neutral entity model is based on the GEDCOM X specifications. This will allow the 

systems to exchange standard genealogy data. A benefit from using this specification is that it is an 

open specification. The idea of using an open specification is that when someone else wants to connect 

to the integration system they can easily access information about model. Furthermore, GEDCOM X 

can handle a large set of different types of entities. A third benefit is that this specification already 

exists and hence there is no need to develop a new model. Lastly GEDCOM X is already used by 

FamilySearch, which made the implementation faster. 

The GEDCOM X specification is open specification designed to share genealogy data. Unlike the older 

Legacy GEDCOM, the GEDCOM X specification isn’t designed specifically for files storage. Although 

GEDCOM X contains the specification for how files should be used. (“About GEDCOM X,” n.d.) GEDCOM 

X was implemented using an open source C# project. By doing so no XML or REST was needed to be 

designed. To support other actions within the integration extra definitions is needed. A common way 

to send a search query is needed, and a common search result. A way for performing login and 

authentication is also needed. For those functionalities, it wasn’t possible to use GEDCOM X as it 

doesn’t provide that in its specification. 

5.5.4 Neutralizing entity models 
Since Thesis Genealogy uses its own entity model, there is a need for neutralization of it. This is based 

on two interfaces INeutralize and IDeneutralize. When neutralizing the system specific entity model is 

converted to the neutral entity model, de-neutralizing does the opposite. For every entity that is to be 

converted two classes needs to be created. The classes implement one of the interfaces. These 

interfaces are implemented by the abstract classes Neutralizer and Deneutralizer. These classes then contain 

the logic for neutralization and de-neutralizing of the entities. Figure 5.8 shows the UML for how the 

Neutralizing mechanism is implemented. 
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Figure 5.8: INeutralize interface and Neutralizer class. 

The INeutralize interface has two type parameters Tin, Tout, and one method Neutralize(Tin) : Tout. The type 

parameters handle what types are to be converted. It wasn’t possible to add any constraints to what 

type can be used for the type parameters, such as only allowing types that implements a IConvertable 

interface. This is since there is no common base interface used by GEDCOM X. This can also not be 

added to a special version of GEDCOM X, that is only used by the integration system. This would have 

violated the specification of GEDCOM X. It wasn’t possible to add such interface to the system specific 

entity model either as the classes in Thesis Genealogy was generated by Entity Framework. The 

neutralize method is used to neutralize an object, specified by the general parameter Tin, to a neutral 

object returned as Tout.  

Neutralizer class has the same type parameters as INeutralize and it has one protected method, 

AddParameters(Tin, Tout):. The AddParameters method is used to add parameters from Tin to Tout. When 

implemented this has been used so that the new neutral object is instantiated in the Neutralize method 

and then the AddParameters method adds the properties from the non-neutralized object to the 

neutralized object. 

For each type that can be exchanged over integration mechanism a class that extends the Neutralizer 

class has been created. For classes in the entity model that that extends the Conclusion class, there is one 

abstract class NeutralizeConclusion that is extended by each of its subclasses. In the AddParameters method in 

the NeutralizeConclusion class the id of a conclusion is added to the neutralized object. In the subclasses of 

NeutralizeConclusion, other properties of each subclass are added.  
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Figure 5.9: IDeneutralizer interface and Deneutralizer class. 

The de-neutralization works as the neutralization, with the difference that instead of the Neutralize 

method, there is a method Deneutralize. That method is used in the same way, but handling converting 

in the opposite direction. Since both the neutralize and de-neutralize classes are similar, it could have 

been possible to use on one of them. However, they are separated to create a distinct difference 

between them. It should always be clear in what direction the converting process is happening. The 

neutralize and de-neutralize process is an important part of the integration. They provide the 

mechanism for creating API for each system. After an object has been neutralized or de-neutralized it 

can be sent further to the neutral API or a System Specific API. Figure 5.9 shows UML for how the De-

neutralizer is implemented. 

5.5.5 Problems during the development 
During the implementation of the integration system, some problem was discovered that had to be 

worked around. They are discussed in this section. 

The GEDCOM X specification includes a date type. In the System Specific Entity Model of Thesis 

Genealogy, dates were handled using string values. This caused the problem that a date can only be 

imported to Thesis Genealogy if the date was specified with the full text value in the GEDCOM X data 

type. It would be possible to add a date to GEDCOM X without specifying a full text value. A solution 

to this problem would be to convert the non-full text value to full value in the integration system. 

One problem that occurred was related to a bug in the C# implementation of the GEDCOM X, which is 

third party and wasn’t supposed to be touched. That part converts the incoming data to GEDCOM X. 

There was however a bug related to this de-serializing which caused an exception. Since the C# 

implementation of GEDCOM X is open source, it was possible to fix this issue by creating a local version 

of it and resolve the bug. 
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5.6 Other Systems 
To further test the integration system, two small system where also created. One system that can 

export and import to a file and one that uses the export/import system together with FamilySearch. 

They are described in this section. 

5.6.1 File Import and Export System 
The file import and export is designed to import or export a set of genealogy data to and from files. To 

do this, the file part of GEDCOM X is used. This uses XML standard together with the ZIP standard 

creating a .gedx-file containing a tree.xml file and other files, such as images. The import and export 

system doesn’t have a user interface, instead calls are made from other systems. Figure 5.10 shows an 

example of a part of the xml from an GEDCOM X file. The xml shows a exported tree. 

  
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<gedcomx xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

xmlns="http://gedcomx.org/v1/"> 

  <person id="2"> 

    <gender id="1" type="http://gedcomx.org/Male" /> 

    <name id="10071"> 

      <nameForm> 

        <fullText>Arne Svensson</fullText> 

        <part value="Arne" type="http://gedcomx.org/Given" /> 

        <part value="Svensson" type="http://gedcomx.org/Surname" /> 

      </nameForm> 

    </name> 

  </person> 

  <person id="4"> 

    <gender id="3" type="http://gedcomx.org/Female" /> 

    <name id="10072"> 

      <nameForm> 

        <fullText>Greta Bengtsson</fullText> 

        <part value="Greta" type="http://gedcomx.org/Given" /> 

        <part value="Bengtsson" type="http://gedcomx.org/Surname" /> 

      </nameForm> 

    </name> 

  </person> 
 

 

Figure 5.10: Example of xml content from a GEDCOM X file, from an exported tree. 

5.6.2 FamilySearch to File Export System 
A small system that imports from FamilySearch then exports to a file was created. The system utilizes 

the already created integration mechanism. By doing this the API of FamilySearch could be used 

together with the API of the File Import Export system. This required no knowledge about any of the 

other systems. This system uses a simple console interface and imports the family tree of a specified 

person in FamilySearch and then exports it to a GEDCOM X file.  
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5.7 Examples 
Some example showing the implemented integration process are described in this section. 

5.7.1 Example: Importing a family tree from FamilySearch 
The user picks Import… from the menu. In the import dialog, the user picks FamilySearch from the 

dropdown box. Then the user must enter the id of the person to start the import from, this is a 

requirement from FamilySearch API. As the user clicks on Import the entered id is sent to the 

ImportFromFamilySearch(string id) import service. From here to Import(string firstId) method in the System 

Specific API of Thesis Genealogy is called. The neutral API uses the same standard for entering an id as 

the System Specific API, hence the there is no need to neutralize the id. The id is simply sent to the 

neutral import method. The neutral API connects to FamilySearch and gets a GEDCOM X object (a 

neutral object, containing data about everything to import) returned which it returns to the System 

Specific API. The GEDCOM X object is de-neutralized to a system specific object containing lists of data. 

The object is then returned to the service, where all the data to be imported is added to the database. 

Figure 5.11 shows the GUI in Thesis Genealogy for importing from FamilySearch. 

 

Figure 5.11: Importing from FamilySearch. 

5.7.2 Example: Finding and adding a person from FamilySearch to Thesis Genealogy 
To search for something, the user first must pick the FamilySearch tab in the main window. Here the 

user will input a search phrase and click on the Search button. As the user clicks the button, the phrase 

is sent to the person search service. In the service, a search query is created using the name. The query 

is then sent to the System Specific person search method. The query is sent further to the neutral 

person search method. There is no need to neutralize the search query since Thesis Genealogy uses 

the same query type as the neutral API. In the neutral API, a connection to FamilySearch is created and 

the search query is sent further to FamilySearch, i.e. using the system specific API of FamilySearch, a 

result is returned. From the result, the total number of result is also retrieved and the current count, 

i.e. the currently showed results. All the results of the current page are de-neutralized to persons and 

then populated to the list. Figure 5.12 shows the GUI in Thesis Genealogy for searching on 

FamilySearch. 
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Figure 5.12: Searching on FamilySearch. 

After clicking the Details button, the selected person details are showed in a new window. If a person 

has information about relationship, they can’t be directly showed. This is because the search result 

from the previous search doesn’t include any relationship. This means that a new search must be 

performed, searching for relationship. The FamilySearch person id of the person showing details for is 

sent to the RealtionshipSearchService. The service sends the id further to the System Specific 

RelationshipSearch, where the id in its turn is sent to the neutral version. As the connection to FamilySearch 

returns a GEDCOM X object, it should be de-neutralized in the System Specific API. Figure 5.13 shows 

how details about a found person is showed in Thesis Genealogy. The user has the possibility to select 

and deselect the properties that he/she wants to import. Figure 5.14 shows the GUI for selecting 

relationship details for the same found person. The user can select or deselect properties of a 

relationship or the entire relationship. 
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Figure 5.13: Viewing details about a person.  

 

Figure 5.14: Viewing details about a relationship.  
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When the user clicks the Add button in the Person details window the process to add a person from 

the search result starts. All selected properties and relationships is copied to the database of Thesis 

Genealogy. This will also create sources for all the added information containing the reference id that 

they have on FamilySearch. After the person have been added, the Edit person window is opened for 

the person. If the person should have a relationship with a current person in the system, this is done 

by adding a new relationship with that other person. Figure 5.15 shows the GUI in Thesis Genealogy 

when a person has been added from FamilySearch. All the details about the person comes from 

FamilySearch. A source has been added with the id of the person on FamilySearch. 

 

Figure 5.15: A person added from FamilySearch.  

5.7.3 Example: Exporting to file 
Thesis Genealogy has the capability to export to GEDCOM X files. To start the export process, the user 

picks Export… from the menu bar, which opens the Export to File dialog. The user will use the Browse 

button to select the path and name the file. When the Export button is clicked, the file path and name 

is sent to the export service. In the service an object containing all data in the system is created. The 

object contains list of the different entities from the database. The service sends the object together 

with the file path to the export method in the System Specific API. Here all data must be neutralized. 

All the lists are stepped through and each object in them gets neutralized. The neutralizer also 

neutralizes all linked types in each object. The outcome of the neutralization process is a GEDCOM X 

object. The GEDCOM X objects is sent further together with the path to then neutral API, where it in 

turn is sent further to the System Specific API of the File Import/Export system. The File Import/Export 

system uses GEDCOM X directly and hence there is no need the de-neutralize anything. The File 

Import/Export System takes the object and creates a .gedx-file at file path. Figure 5.16 shows the GUI 

for exporting a file, after the Export button has been clicked. 
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Figure 5.16: Exporting to a GEDCOM X file. 
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6 Analysis and evaluation 

6.1 Evaluation of functionality 
To evaluate the functionality of the integration mechanism, criteria for tests was created. The criteria 

all involved the integration mechanism and two of the other developed system prototypes. There 

wasn’t any need to create tests for every case, since only prototypes were developed. Because 

prototypes were developed, cases that could result in error because of incorrect use wasn’t needed to 

be tested. Hence, only positive cases are tested. The tests are used as a proof of concept; showing that 

the designed integration mechanism is functional. The purpose of the test was to show that the 

integration mechanism worked, the test wasn’t used to find bugs. The functionality that are tested in 

this section was described in detail in chapter 5.  

6.1.1 Overview 
Each conducted test describes a function used by two of the systems, furthermore, each test consists 

of an expected result, data and an actual result section. 

Function System 1 System 2 Expected Result 

Import the family tree 
from FamilySearch 

Thesis 
Genealogy 

FamilySearch A family tree is imported to 
Thesis Genealogy 

Search for a person on 
FamilySearch 

Thesis 
Genealogy 

FamilySearch Results are shown for the 
search 

Viewing information 
about a person on Family 
Search 

Thesis 
Genealogy 

FamilySearch Details about the person is 
showed 

Importing a person from 
FamilySearch 

Thesis 
Genealogy 

FamilySearch A person and the selected 
details are imported to Thesis 
Genealogy 

Exporting a family tree to 
a file 

Thesis 
Genealogy 

File 
Import/Export 
System 

The family tree is created in a 
GEDCOM X file 

Importing a family tree 
from a File 

Thesis 
Genealogy 

File 
Import/Export 
System 

A family tree is imported to 
Thesis Genealogy 

Exporting the family tress 
from FamilySearch to a 
file 

FamilySearch File 
Import/Export 
System 

The family tree is created in a 
GEDCOM X file 

Table 6.1: Overview of tests with a function, two systems and an expected result. 

6.1.2 Import the family tree from FamilySearch 
This function imports a family tree based on a given start person. For details about this functionality 

see section 5.7.1. 

Expected result: 

The expected result would be that all persons, relationships and event dates should have been 

imported to Thesis Genealogy.  

Data: 

• The input data from Thesis Genealogy was a FamilySearch person id for one person in the 

FamilySearch family tree.  

• The output data from FamilySearch consisted of 16 persons, all with birth dates, some with 

death dates. The relationships consisted of marriages and children. 
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Actual result: 

All the 16 persons, their relationships and events were imported to Thesis Genealogy after the import 

functionality finished.  

Successful: 

This test was successful. 

6.1.3 Search for a person on FamilySearch 
This functionality allows for the user of Thesis Genealogy to search on FamilySearch. For details about 

this functionality see section 5.7.2. 

Expected result: 

It’s expected to get a list of the 15 first entries of the found persons. 

Data: 

• The input data from Thesis Genealogy should consists of a name of a person to search for. 

• The output data from FamilySearch should consist of 15 persons, where each should have 

name, gender, birth date and death date (only name and gender Is required, birth and date 

might be empty). 

Actual result: 

15 persons where found, each person had the required attributes.  

Successful: 

This test was successful. 

6.1.4 Viewing information about a person on FamilySearch 
This functionality should be able to show all the details of a person found on FamilySearch. This 

functionality relates to the test in section 6.1.3. For details about this functionality see section 5.7.2. 

Expected result: 

The details of a person are found, showing the FamilySearch person id, the names, the gender, a list of 

events and a list of relationships. 

Data: 

• The input data from Thesis Genealogy consist of a FamilySearch person id.  

• The output data from FamilySearch should consist of names, gender, events with dates and 

relationships. The relationships should contain the type of relationships as well as details about 

the other person in the relationship.  

Actual result: 

The details about the specified person were found contain the expected data. 

Successful: 

This test was successful. 

6.1.5 Importing a person from FamilySearch 
This functionality should import a specified person from FamilySearch to Thesis Genealogy. This 

functionality relates to the test in section 6.1.4. For details about this functionality see section 5.7.2. 

Expected result: 

It’s expected that after the importing, a new person and selected details should exist in Thesis 

Genealogy, with sources. 
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Data: 

• No input data is required to be sent. 

• No output data is required to be received from FamilySearch. 

• The data for this functionality comes from previous integration action (see section 6.1.4). 

Actual result: 

The person specified to be imported was imported with the selected details. Sources was added for 

the person and each of the selected details. 

Successful: 

This test was successful. 

6.1.6 Exporting a family tree to a file 
This functionality exports all contents from Thesis Genealogy to a GEDCOM X file using the File 

Import/Export system. For details about this functionality see section 5.7.3 and 5.6.1. 

Expected result: 

It’s expected that the persons, with details in Thesis Genealogy is exported to a file of the type GEDCOM 

X (file extension .gedx). 

Data: 

• The input data consists of a filename with file path and a set of persons, names, relationships 

and genealogy events. 

• The output data should consist of a GEDCOM X file, containing a tree.xml file. The tree.xml file 

should contain persons, names, relationships and genealogy events. 

Actual result: 

A GEDCOM X file was created at the specified file path with the specified name. The tree.xml file within 

contained the required information.  

Successful: 

This test was successful. 

6.1.7  Importing a family tree from a file 
This functionality imports the content of a specified GEDCOM X file into Thesis Genealogy using the 

File Import/Export System. For details about this functionality see section 5.6.1. 

Expected result: 

It’s expected that the content in the file is imported to Thesis Genealogy. The file might contain content 

that isn’t supported by the Thesis Genealogy prototype, it’s expected that that information is ignored.  

Data: 

• The input data consists of a filename and a file path for that file. 

• The output data consists of persons, names, relationships and genealogy events. 

Actual result: 

The content of the GEDCOM X file was imported to Thesis Genealogy. 

Successful: 

This test was successful. 
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6.1.8  Exporting a family tree from FamilySearch to a file 
This functionality should export a family tree of a specified person from FamilySearch to a GEDCOM X 

file, using the File Import/Export System. For details about this functionality see section 5.6.1 and 5.6.2. 

Expected result: 

It’s expected that the family tree on FamilySearch is exported to a new GEDCOM X file. 

Data: 

• The input data from the console consists of a FamilySearch person id and a filename with a file 

path. 

• The output data from FamilySearch should consist the persons, names, genders, relationships 

and genealogy events. 

• The output data from the File Import/Export System should consist of a GEDCOM X file 

containing a tree.xml file. The tree.xml file should contain the persons, names, genders, 

relationships and genealogy events received from FamilySearch. 

Actual result: 

A new GEDCOM X file was created. The file contained the persons, genders, relationships and 

genealogy events exported from FamilySearch. 

Successful: 

This test was successful. 

6.1.9 Conclusion of tests 
After the tests were performed it could be concluded that all them was successful. This meant that 

since they worked, it could also be said that the integration mechanism is working. Hence, it can be 

concluded that the design provided in the thesis is a working design when implemented.  

6.2  Analysis 
In this section, it’s discussed how the implemented solution works in comparison with other solutions 

previously proposed by other authors.  

6.2.1 Overview of analysis 

Aspect Criteria 

Neutralizing and De-neutralizing The neutralization/de-neutralization work in 
comparison with other translation methods. 

Mediators The mediator and addon functionality and how 
it works in the artefact. 

Inconsistency Solving inconsistency in the integration 
mechanism 

Missing types from the neutral entity model Handling missing types in neutral entity model. 

Coupling Handling to achieve loosely coupled code. 

Environment size The number of systems using the integration 
mechanism. 

Table 6.2: Criteria for analysis. 
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6.2.2 Neutralizing and De-neutralizing 
From the literature, it was learned that Chenhui et al. (2008); Haas et al. (1999); Svensson et al. (2004) 

proposed that data mappings with schemas should be used for the translation of data. However, this 

was proposed for larger sets of systems in large organization such as healthcare. As the artefact 

developed in this thesis is supposed to be used with a smaller set of systems, the extra time required 

for development of a data mapping feature wouldn’t be feasible. Instead it was better to use a 

programmable solution. The implemented solution might have required more time for development 

if the amount of system used were larger. Hence, it’s reasonable to say that the solution wouldn’t be 

practical for larger sets of systems.  

The process for translation is similar to the process proposed by Chenhui et al. (2008). There are 

however some differences. As the integration mechanism that Chenhui et al. (2008) proposed was 

used in the healthcare sector there was a need to have extra database storage within the integration 

mechanism. In the integration mechanism of this thesis however, there isn’t any need for extra storage 

and hence, such function was never implemented.  

6.2.3 Mediators 
The integration mechanisms proposed by Chenhui et al. (2008); Haas et al. (1999) where based on the 

mediator concept, with a mediator system that worked as a stand-alone system. The artefact designed 

for this thesis didn’t work as a stand-alone. Instead it was driven by another application, with every 

integrated system added as a module to it. This provided a benefit, as it wasn’t necessary to have an 

extra system running. As each module provide the connection information, the developer doesn’t have 

to have knowledge about that. It would also require each system to register to the central integration 

system, this can cause problems if the requested system isn’t registered. This mechanism is designed 

to be used in a global environment, and not in a certain organization as with the mechanisms designed 

by Chenhui et al. (2008); Haas et al. (1999). It will be useful for every system to use their own 

integration addon, using a central integration system would require connection settings. Furthermore, 

in a global environment there might exist more than one central integration system, if such idea were 

used. This would create a need for some systems to provide connection to several integration systems. 

If the integration mechanism were to be used in a larger single organization environment, applying it 

as an addon to each system as proposed in this thesis might be unsuitable. In those cases, a central 

integration can easier be managed. Even if the integration mechanism would likely have the need to 

access systems outside of the organization, the organization would probably want to stay in control 

over the integration process.  

6.2.4 Inconsistency 
The problem of inconsistency within the heterogeneous data is important for a proper integration 

mechanism to solve. This issue has previously investigated by Svensson et al. (2004). To solve it they 

used a global model, similar to the neutral entity model of the case study. The usage of the 

neutralization/de-neutralization process is used to solve this issue in the case study, as it translates to 

and from the neutral entity model. Hence, it can be confirmed that using a structure with a certain 

model for integration is useful. It does however, not completely remove the inconsistency problem, as 

the neutral entity model is inconsistent with system specific entity models.  

6.2.5 Missing types from the neutral entity model 
A developer of system can specify exactly what should be in the system specific entity model, the 

neutral entity model however, the developer can’t do much about. In the case study this became 

problematic as Thesis Genealogy support more relationship types than GEDCOM X does. GEDCOM X 

does support the usage of extensions, providing the possibility to add custom types. A custom type 
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might not be recognized by another system, which might cause problems. In the case study the 

relationships types were simply added as extensions as the only out possibility is using files. Another 

possible solution could have been to give the custom relationships the other type. This would create a 

risk of data loss, and shouldn’t be recommended or it would require knowledge about the other 

system. Instead the custom types should be added as extensions and then the receiver system can 

ignore custom types and provide the other type. 

6.2.6 Coupling 
The artefact was developed so that the parts of the integration mechanisms would be loosely coupled. 

Also Papazoglou (2003); Wang et al. (2005) previously stated that parts of an integration mechanism 

should be implemented so that loose coupling can be provided. The loosely coupling was achieved by 

separating all methods in the API’s of systems, they should only provide their own functionality and 

not relay on other methods of the API. The coupling in API relay on good module design, there isn’t 

any part in the integration mechanism that can prevent high coupling. The modules developed during 

the case study however, was developed to have loose coupling.  

The separations in modules within the integration mechanism provide structures for loose coupling 

between systems. Hence, the design of the integration mechanism provides some structure to prevent 

high coupling between systems. Although there is nothing that would stop a developer with knowledge 

about two systems to create some connection between two modules or creating one module for 

multiple systems. As the artefact only is a prototype, this wasn’t a problem, but in a real word system, 

perhaps some prevention method should be used to stop other modules from directly accessing other 

modules.  

6.2.7 Environment size 
The integration approach proposed by Chenhui et al. (2008) was intended for usages in environment 

with a large set of systems. In the case study of this thesis a similar approach was used. However, in 

the case study a small amount of systems where integrated. Since it was possible to easily create a link 

between the file-export system and FamilySearch by using previously created code it’s still useful to 

create. It’s important to note that the file import/export system is a very small system. If more large 

systems where integrated using the integration system, the already implemented functionality might 

not have worked. In that case, more work would have been required to complete the integration. 

It would have been possible to create the same integration between the systems by integrating each 

system one by one. This might have been less time consuming. However, if another system where to 

be implemented the time for this might be longer. It’s not possible to say exactly how the time would 

differ as it was never tried out. Furthermore, if that method would have been used, the risk of coupling 

between the systems in the integration would have increased.  
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7 Conclusion 

In the case study of this thesis a system integration mechanism was developed based on the model 

proposes in section 4.3. The integration mechanism could be successfully added to the genealogy 

system, Thesis Genealogy that was developed, and it could integrate it with other systems. The 

integration mechanism showed to be useful in the small environment used in the case study, by using 

it as an addon to Thesis Genealogy. The case study showed to be successful and the artefact developed 

was useful for system integration. It was possible to show that the system integration mechanism part 

of the artefact worked for integration. Heterogenous data could be translated and bridged using the 

proposed model (see section 4.3). The mechanism for neutralizing and de-neutralizing entity models 

showed to be useful. The integration mechanism could be added as an addon to a system. From the 

test performed in the evaluation section (see section 6.1) it was possible to show that the integration 

mechanism worked. I.e. it was possible to transfer data between systems using the integration 

mechanism.  

During the case study, four systems were developed and integrated: Thesis Genealogy, File 

Import/Export System, FamilySearch and the FamilySearch to File System. They could all successfully 

use the integration mechanism and Thesis Genealogy was integrated with FamilySearch and the File 

Import/Export System. FamilySearch was integrated with Thesis Genealogy, the File Import/Export 

System and the FamilySearch to File System. Thesis Genealogy was the main genealogy system 

developed during the case study. The FamilySearch part is represented as a module developed to the 

integration mechanism that use the already existing search service FamilySearch. The File 

Import/Export System was developed to provide access to the file system to import or export 

genealogy data to files. The FamilySearch to File System, is a system mostly containing a UI for control 

of export from FamilySearch to the File Import/Export System. 

After the systems were implemented and integrated, it was possible to show that they could use the 

integration mechanism successfully. Hence, it’s possible to say that the integration mechanism is 

working. It was also possible to reuse the already implemented modules as the FamilySearch to File 

System was implemented. This shows that time can be saved when using a mediation integration 

mechanism. Further, using this technic it was possible to create flexibility, the implemented modules 

could be used by different system and hence, we can show that it’s possible to create an integration 

mechanism containing only the needed modules. 

The integration mechanism model proposed was based on the idea on having a neutral entity model. 

This allowed for systems to integrate with each other by translating to the neutral entity model from 

their own system specific entity model. The translation was done using a neutralizing/de-neutralizing 

mechanism. The neutralizer, translates objects from the system specific entity model to the neutral 

entity model. The de-neutralizer on the other hand translates objects from the neutral entity model to 

the system specific entity model. This created a mechanism where the systems integrating didn’t need 

to have certain translations for each system and hence reduces the number of interfaces.  

The neutralizer/de-neutralizer mechanism was implemented using a structure where each object had 

a neutralizer/de-neutralizer. Each attribute in an object also had a neutralizer/de-neutralizer. It was 

possible to reuse previously created neutralizers/de-neutralizers because of that structure. A call to 

the neutralizer is made with an object and the all the attributes of that will also be sent its 

neutralizer/de-neutralizer. This structure showed to be effective and useful, new neutralizer could be 

created fast. Figure 7.1 shows the structure of the integration mechanism as proposed in section 4.3.2 
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Figure 7.1: The structure of the integration mechanism as proposed in section 4.3.2. 

For the neutral entity model, the open specification GEDCOM X was used. This provided the possibility 

to transfer standard genealogy data between the systems. The connected systems could use the 

neutralization mechanism to translate their data to the GEDCOM X format. As all systems used 

GEDCOM X in their neutral API, the data became homogenous and understandable by all the systems. 

The inconsistency between the data of the systems could be removed, attributes translated to contain 

consistent data within the neutral entity model. Hence, using the neutral entity model, showed to be 

useful for bridging heterogenous data. Using GEDCOM X provided the possibility to keep information 

about the keys of other system, without using it as a key. This was useful as keys of other systems could 

be stored in a local system as references. In the case study, this was used I Thesis Genealogy’s source 

management. References could be added using the FamilySearch person ids and ids from other objects 

in Family Search. This is useful to provide transparency within the integration process, it will be easier 

to track the origin of data.  
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For connecting between systems, the integration mechanism was added as an addon to a system. Each 

system to be integrated could then be added as a module to the integration mechanism. Every module 

represents the system specific API of that particular system and the neutral API of the same system. 

The neutral API should be used by other systems to connect, whereas the system specific API should 

be used by the specific system for communication from the integration mechanism to the system. This 

structure creates an environment where the system specific API and entity model is hidden from other 

systems. This created a flexible environment for the usage of the integration mechanism. Using this 

approach removed the need for the integration mechanism to run as a separate system, that systems 

would have been required to connect to. 

Each method in the APIs was implemented to do one thing. This helped reduce coupling within the 

integration mechanism as things were kept separate. Further, the modules of the different systems 

were also kept separate, no system use another systems integration module to provide their own 

module. The usage of a neutral entity model, that each system could connect to, and the usage of the 

modules further reduced coupling as no system needed to receive information directly from another 

system. 

7.1 Answering the research question 
To recap, this thesis set out to answer the research question:  

• How can an integration mechanism be designed to bridge heterogeneous data? 

From the case study, it was found that a data neutralization and de-neutralization functionality was 

useful for bridging data. This could be used for translation between different entity models and it could 

remove inconsistency between the heterogenous data. It was useful to have a neutral entity model in 

the middle that the other systems could translate their system specific entity models to. Further, it 

was possible to create the translation without using schemas for the mapping, instead it worked to 

implement it by only using code. The proposed structure, using the INeutralizer and the IDeneutralizer 

interface, showed to be working and was easily implementable.  

The use of a neutral entity model, showed to be useful to help translate data between systems. It could 

create a solid base for the translation as the system didn’t require knowledge about each other. Hiding 

the system specific details about a system from other system is useful since a developer designing a 

module for the integration doesn’t need to find knowledge about the other system to be successful. 

Hence, time can be saved by providing a neutral entity model. It also helps to provide low coupling 

between systems integrating, by separating the systems from each other. 

Adding the integration mechanism as an addon proved to be functional. It provided an easy way to 

add an integration mechanism without the need for a connection to a central system. Using systems 

as an addon to the mechanism further provided flexibility to the mechanism. The use of modules made 

the integration mechanism scalable, only the required modules should be in the integration 

mechanism. This also provided the possibility to reuse previous code, as it’s possible to use a module 

to integrate with a system that already has been integrated. 
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7.2 Recommendation for developing integration mechanisms 
From the conclusions drawn, some recommendations can be provided based on this. The 

recommendations are designed for integrations that with a similar environment as the artefact in the 

case study. For other environments, it might not be suitable. 

• Create a neutral entity model as a central part of the integration mechanism. The entity model 

should be large enough to be flexible, but specified for the types of systems to be integrated. 

• Use a neutralize/de-neutralize mechanism to translate between the system specific entity 

models and the neutral entity model. Never translate directly between system specific entity 

models. 

• Creating the mechanism as an addon that can be driven by any of the systems using it can be 

useful. Each system can then be able to choose what it should be able to integrate with by 

adding other systems as modules to the integration mechanism. 
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8 Future research 

There are always more concepts, ideas, model, etc. to be researched and investigated. Some proposals 

for future research about system integration will be discussed in this section. 

It is good to investigate if the model proposed in this thesis would be working in other similar systems. 

This would provide ways to further test if the type of solution proposed in this thesis could be 

benefitable in general. The model for integration can then be tested on other cases, with the use of 

other types of systems that uses other types of data. The artefact proposed in this thesis only used a 

small number of system that it integrated. It can also be tested on larger sets of systems to see if it’s 

possible to use this type of integration solution with many systems. Perhaps it would be possible to 

compare a solution where one system drives the integration mechanism versus one where the 

integration mechanism is a separate system. Is it useful to have an integration mechanism in a separate 

system? 

This thesis only used a prototype of an integration the case study, and hence, it couldn’t show how it 

worked in a real-world setup. In a real-world setup, other problems might occur that isn’t present in a 

prototype. It could in this case also be interesting to see how the mechanism works if several different 

developers independently integrate different systems. In a real-world setup, there will be security 

issues to take in to account when developing a system. Hence, it could also be useful to research 

security aspects to find secure solutions. How can technical security be set up and what polices might 

be useful to ensure a secure integration environment?  

There is a lot of qualitative research done with case studies on different types of integration 

mechanisms. However, there exists plenty of already implemented integration mechanisms. Hence, it 

would be interesting to investigate them using a quantitative research approach. This could provide 

information on what solutions works in practice and what solutions that doesn’t work. Why does some 

integration solution be become failures, and why does other become successful?  

Investigation could also be done on the user-side of integration, to find human computer interactions 

aspects of integrations. It could be interesting to do research on cases where the users are happy with 

the integration solution used in an organization versus when they are disappointed with the solution. 

If they are disappointed, does the integration solution work technically? In what ways could usability 

be provided in an integration solution? 

The cloud is gaining a lot of popularity, with more and more persons and organizations using it. The 

cloud could be used as a way of integration and therefore, investigating different solutions for creating 

cloud integration would be interesting. There could be many different angles to look at cloud 

integration, such as finding out how it works on different clouds and what technic to use for 

transferring data. Research on cloud integration could also involve building a cloud for integration. 

What would be a good way to set up a cloud integration solution? 
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10 Appendix A – Code: Thesis Genealogy 

This appendix contains key elements from Thesis Genealogy. It’s not possible to include all code as this 

would be to large. 

10.1 Model 
The classes used in the model where generated using Entity Framework.  

    public partial class Conclusion 
    { 
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2214:DoNotCallOverridableMethodsInConstructors")] 
        public Conclusion() 
        { 
            this.SourceReference = new HashSet<SourceReference>(); 
            this.ConclusionNote = new HashSet<ConclusionNote>(); 
        } 
     
        public int Id { get; set; } 
        public Nullable<Confidence> Confidence { get; set; } 
     
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2227:CollectionPropertiesShouldBeReadOnly")] 
        public virtual ICollection<SourceReference> SourceReference { get; set; } 
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2227:CollectionPropertiesShouldBeReadOnly")] 
        public virtual ICollection<ConclusionNote> ConclusionNote { get; set; } 
    } 

 

    public enum Confidence : int 
    { 
        Low = 0, 
        Medium = 1, 
        High = 2 
    } 

 

    public abstract partial class EventRole : Conclusion 
    { 
        public string Description { get; set; } 
     
        public virtual GenealogyEvent Event { get; set; } 
        public virtual Person Person { get; set; } 
    } 

 

    public abstract partial class Gender 
    { 
        public int Id { get; set; } 
     
        public virtual GenderAffilation GenderAffilation { get; set; } 
    } 

 

     
 
    public partial class GenderAffilation : Conclusion 
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    { 
     
        public virtual Gender Gender { get; set; } 
        public virtual Person Person { get; set; } 
    } 

 

    public partial class GenealogyEvent : Conclusion 
    { 
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2214:DoNotCallOverridableMethodsInConstructors")] 
        public GenealogyEvent() 
        { 
            this.EventRole = new HashSet<EventRole>(); 
        } 
     
        public string Date { get; set; } 
     
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2227:CollectionPropertiesShouldBeReadOnly")] 
        public virtual ICollection<EventRole> EventRole { get; set; } 
        public virtual GenealogyEventType GenealogyEventType { get; set; } 
        public virtual PlaceReference PlaceReference { get; set; } 
    } 

 

    public partial class GenealogyEventType 
    { 
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2214:DoNotCallOverridableMethodsInConstructors")] 
        public GenealogyEventType() 
        { 
            this.GenealogyEvent = new HashSet<GenealogyEvent>(); 
        } 
     
        public int Id { get; set; } 
        public string Name { get; set; } 
     
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2227:CollectionPropertiesShouldBeReadOnly")] 
        public virtual ICollection<GenealogyEvent> GenealogyEvent { get; set; } 
    } 
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    public partial class Name : Conclusion 
    { 
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2214:DoNotCallOverridableMethodsInConstructors")] 
        public Name() 
        { 
            this.NameParts = new HashSet<NamePart>(); 
        } 
     
     
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2227:CollectionPropertiesShouldBeReadOnly")] 
        public virtual ICollection<NamePart> NameParts { get; set; } 
        public virtual Person Person { get; set; } 
        public virtual NamePrefix PreferedPrefix { get; set; } 
        public virtual NameGiven PreferedGiven { get; set; } 
        public virtual NameSurname PreferedSurname { get; set; } 
        public virtual NameSuffix PreferedSuffix { get; set; } 
    } 

 

    public partial class NamePart : Conclusion 
    { 
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2214:DoNotCallOverridableMethodsInConstructors")] 
        public NamePart() 
        { 
            this.NameSpelling = new HashSet<NameSpelling>(); 
        } 
     
     
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2227:CollectionPropertiesShouldBeReadOnly")] 
        public virtual ICollection<NameSpelling> NameSpelling { get; set; } 
        public virtual Name Name { get; set; } 
        public virtual NameSpelling PreferedameSpelling { get; set; } 
    } 

 

    public partial class NameSpelling : Conclusion 
    { 
        public string Date { get; set; } 
        public string Spelling { get; set; } 
     
        public virtual NamePart NamePart { get; set; } 
        public virtual NamePart PreferedBy { get; set; } 
    } 

 

    public partial class Note 
    { 
        public int Id { get; set; } 
        public string Text { get; set; } 
    } 
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    public partial class Person : Conclusion 
    { 
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2214:DoNotCallOverridableMethodsInConstructors")] 
        public Person() 
        { 
            this.Relation = new HashSet<Relationship>(); 
            this.Relation1 = new HashSet<Relationship>(); 
            this.EventRole = new HashSet<EventRole>(); 
        } 
     
     
        public virtual GenderAffilation GenderAffilation { get; set; } 
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2227:CollectionPropertiesShouldBeReadOnly")] 
        public virtual ICollection<Relationship> Relation { get; set; } 
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2227:CollectionPropertiesShouldBeReadOnly")] 
        public virtual ICollection<Relationship> Relation1 { get; set; } 
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage", 

 "CA2227:CollectionPropertiesShouldBeReadOnly")] 
        public virtual ICollection<EventRole> EventRole { get; set; } 
        public virtual Name Name { get; set; } 
    } 

 

    public abstract partial class Relationship : Conclusion 
    { 
     
        public virtual Person Person1 { get; set; } 
        public virtual Person Person2 { get; set; } 
    } 

 

    public partial class SecondhandSource : Source 
    { 
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2214:DoNotCallOverridableMethodsInConstructors")] 
        public SecondhandSource() 
        { 
            this.Sources = new HashSet<Source>(); 
        } 
     
     
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2227:CollectionPropertiesShouldBeReadOnly")] 
        public virtual ICollection<Source> Sources { get; set; } 
    } 
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    public abstract partial class Source 
    { 
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2214:DoNotCallOverridableMethodsInConstructors")] 
        public Source() 
        { 
            this.SourcePart = new HashSet<SourcePart>(); 
            this.SecondhandSource1 = new HashSet<SecondhandSource>(); 
        } 
     
        public int Id { get; set; } 
        public string Title { get; set; } 
        public string Description { get; set; } 
        public Nullable<ResourceType> ResourceType { get; set; } 
     
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2227:CollectionPropertiesShouldBeReadOnly")] 
        public virtual ICollection<SourcePart> SourcePart { get; set; } 
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2227:CollectionPropertiesShouldBeReadOnly")] 
        public virtual ICollection<SecondhandSource> SecondhandSource1 { get; set; } 
    } 

 

    public partial class SourcePart 
    { 
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2214:DoNotCallOverridableMethodsInConstructors")] 
        public SourcePart() 
        { 
            this.SourceReference = new HashSet<SourceReference>(); 
        } 
     
        public int Id { get; set; } 
        public string Citation { get; set; } 
        public string Page { get; set; } 
        public string ReferenceId { get; set; } 
     
        [System.Diagnostics.CodeAnalysis.SuppressMessage("Microsoft.Usage",  

"CA2227:CollectionPropertiesShouldBeReadOnly")] 
        public virtual ICollection<SourceReference> SourceReference { get; set; } 
        public virtual Source Source { get; set; } 
    } 

 

    public partial class SourceReference 
    { 
        public int Id { get; set; } 
     
        public virtual Conclusion Conclution { get; set; } 
        public virtual SourcePart SourcePart { get; set; } 
    } 
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10.2 Service Layer 
Classes used in the service layer of Thesis Genealogy. 

    public class ConclusionService<TConclusion> : IConclutionService<TConclusion>  
where TConclusion : Conclusion 

    { 
        protected readonly ConclusionRepository<TConclusion> _repository; 
 
        public ConclusionService() 
        { 
            _repository = new ConclusionRepository<TConclusion>(); 
        }  
 
        public ConclusionService(ConclusionRepository<TConclusion> repository) 
        { 
            _repository = repository; 
        }  
 
        public virtual void Create(TConclusion conclution) 
        { 
            if (conclution.Id > 0) 
                return; 
            _repository.Create(conclution); 
        } 
 
        public virtual void Update(TConclusion conclution) 
        { 
            if (conclution.Id > 0) 
                _repository.Update(conclution); 
            else  
                Create(conclution); 
        } 
 
        public virtual void Remove(TConclusion conclution) 
        { 
            _repository.Remove(conclution); 
        } 
 
        public virtual TConclusion GetConclution(int id) 
        { 
            return _repository.Get(id); 
        } 
 
        public virtual ICollection<TConclusion> GetConclutions() 
        { 
            return _repository.GetAll(); 
        } 
    } 

 

    public class GenderAffilationService : ConclusionService<GenderAffilation> 
    { 
        public override void Create(GenderAffilation conclution) 
        { 
            base.Create(conclution); 
            GenderAffilationEventAggregator.GetAggregator().OnCreated(new  

GenderAffilationEventArgs(conclution)); 
        } 
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        public override void Update(GenderAffilation conclution) 
        { 
            base.Update(conclution); 
            GenderAffilationEventAggregator.GetAggregator().OnUpdated(new  

GenderAffilationEventArgs(conclution)); 
        } 
 
        public override void Remove(GenderAffilation conclution) 
        { 
            base.Remove(conclution); 
            GenderAffilationEventAggregator.GetAggregator().OnDeleted(new  

GenderAffilationEventArgs(conclution)); 
        } 
 
        public void ChangeGender(GenderAffilation genderAffilation, Gender newGender) 
        { 
            var repo = new GenderAffilationRepository(); 
            repo.ChangeGender(genderAffilation, newGender); 
            GenderAffilationEventAggregator.GetAggregator().OnUpdated(new  

GenderAffilationEventArgs(genderAffilation)); 
        } 
    } 

 

    public class GenealogyEventService : ConclusionService<GenealogyEvent> 
    { 
        public override void Create(GenealogyEvent conclution) 
        { 
            base.Create(conclution); 
            GenealogyEventEventAggregator.GetAggregator().OnCreated(new  

GenealogyEventEventArgs(conclution)); 
        } 
 
        public override void Update(GenealogyEvent conclution) 
        { 
            base.Update(conclution); 
            GenealogyEventEventAggregator.GetAggregator().OnUpdated(new  

GenealogyEventEventArgs(conclution)); 
        } 
 
        public override void Remove(GenealogyEvent conclution) 
        { 
            //All event roles must be removed before the event can be deleted. 
            var roleService = new EventRoleService<EventRole>(); 
            var roleCount = conclution.EventRole.Count; 
 
            //Can't use for-each loop, the count of roles changes after each remove. 
            for (var i = 0; i < roleCount; i++) 
            { 
                var role = conclution.EventRole.FirstOrDefault(); 
                roleService.Remove(role); 
            } 
 
            base.Remove(conclution); 
            GenealogyEventEventAggregator.GetAggregator().OnDeleted(new  

GenealogyEventEventArgs(conclution)); 
        } 
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        public ICollection<GenealogyEvent> GetEvents<TEventRole>(Person person) where  
TEventRole : EventRole 

        { 
            var roleService = new EventRoleService<TEventRole>(); 
            var roles = roleService.GetEventRoles(person).Select(r => r.Event); 
            return roles.Select(genealogyEvent =>  

GetConclution(genealogyEvent.Id)).ToList(); 
        } 
 
        public ICollection<GenealogyEvent> GetEvents<TEventRole>(Person person, string  

type) where TEventRole : EventRole 
        { 
            return 
                GetEvents<TEventRole>(person) 
                    .Where(g =>  

g.GenealogyEventType.Name.ToLower().Equals(type.ToLower())) 
                    .ToList(); 
        } 
 
        public GenealogyEvent GetFirstEvent<TEventRole>(Person person, string type)  

where TEventRole : EventRole 
        { 
            return GetEvents<TEventRole>(person, type).FirstOrDefault(); 
        } 
    } 

 

    public interface IConclutionService<TConclusion> : IService<Conclusion> where  
TConclusion : Conclusion 

    { 
        void Create(TConclusion conclution); 
        void Update(TConclusion conclution); 
        void Remove(TConclusion conclution); 
 
        TConclusion GetConclution(int id); 
        ICollection<TConclusion> GetConclutions(); 
    } 

 

    public class NamePartService<TNamePart> : ConclusionService<TNamePart> where  
TNamePart : NamePart 

    { 
 
        public NamePartService() : base(new NamePartRepository<TNamePart>()) { } 
 
        public override void Create(TNamePart conclution) 
        { 
            conclution.NameSpelling.Add(new NameSpelling {NamePart = conclution,  

Spelling = string.Empty}); 
            base.Create(conclution); 
        } 
 
        public ICollection<NamePart> GetNames(Name name) 
        { 
            var nameService = new NameService(); 
            name = nameService.GetConclution(name.Id); 
 
            return name.NameParts; 
        }  
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        public virtual TNamePart GetPrimaryName(Name name) 
        { 
            throw new NotImplementedException(); 
        } 
 
        public void SetAsPrimaryName(Name name, TNamePart primaryName) 
        { 
 
            if (primaryName is NamePrefix) 
                name.PreferedPrefix = primaryName as NamePrefix; 
            else if (primaryName is NameGiven) 
                name.PreferedGiven = primaryName as NameGiven; 
            else if (primaryName is NameSurname) 
                name.PreferedSurname = primaryName as NameSurname; 
            else if (primaryName is NameSuffix) 
                name.PreferedSuffix = primaryName as NameSuffix; 
        } 
 
        public string GetPrimarySpelling(Name name) 
        { 
            var nameSpellingService = new NameSpellingService(); 
            var namePart = GetPrimaryName(name); 
 
            return name != null ?  

nameSpellingService.GetPrimaryNameSpelling(namePart)?.Spellin 
g : string.Empty; 

        } 
 
        public bool IsPrimary(TNamePart namePart) 
        { 
            var nameService = new NameService(); 
            var name = nameService.GetConclution(namePart.Name.Id); 
            return (name.PreferedGiven != null && name.PreferedGiven.Equals(namePart)) 
                   || (name.PreferedPrefix != null &&  

name.PreferedPrefix.Equals(namePart))  
                   || (name.PreferedSuffix != null &&  

name.PreferedSuffix.Equals(namePart))  
                   || (name.PreferedSurname != null &&  

name.PreferedSurname.Equals(namePart)); 
        } 
 
        public void SetPrimarySpelling(TNamePart name, NameSpelling spelling) 
        { 
            if (name.Id == 0) 
                Create(name); 
 
            var nameSpellingService = new NameSpellingService(); 
            if (spelling.Id == 0) 
            { 
                nameSpellingService.Create(spelling); 
            } 
 
            var oldPrimary = name.NameSpelling.First(); 
            if (oldPrimary.Id == spelling.Id) 
            { 
                nameSpellingService.Update(spelling); 
                return; 
            } 
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            var list = name.NameSpelling.ToList(); 
            list[0] = spelling; 
            name.NameSpelling = list; 
            name.NameSpelling.Add(oldPrimary); 
 
        } 
 
 
 
        public static string GetFullPrimaryName(Name name) 
        { 
            var prefixService = new NamePartPrefixService(); 
            var givenService = new NamePartGivenService(); 
            var surnameService = new NamePartSurnameService(); 
            var suffixService = new NamePartSuffixService(); 
 
            var prefix = prefixService.GetPrimarySpelling(name); 
            var givenName = givenService.GetPrimarySpelling(name); 
            var surname = surnameService.GetPrimarySpelling(name); 
            var suffix = suffixService.GetPrimarySpelling(name); 
            var str = string.Empty; 
 
            if (prefix != string.Empty) 
                str += prefix + " "; 
 
            if (givenName != string.Empty) 
                str += givenName + " "; 
 
            if (surname != string.Empty) 
                str += surname + " "; 
 
            if (suffix != string.Empty) 
                str += suffix + " "; 
 
            return str; 
        } 
          
    } 

 

    public class NoteService : IService<Note> 
    { 
        public static event EventHandler<EventArgs> NoteUpdated;  
        private readonly NoteRepository<Note> _conclusionNoteRepository; 
 
        public NoteService() 
        { 
            _conclusionNoteRepository = new NoteRepository<Note>(); 
        } 
 
        public void CreateOrUpdate(Note note) 
        { 
            if (!_conclusionNoteRepository.InDatabase(note)) 
                _conclusionNoteRepository.Create(note); 
            else  
                _conclusionNoteRepository.Update(note); 
 
            OnNoteUpdated(); 
        } 
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        public void Remove(Note note) 
        { 
            _conclusionNoteRepository.Remove(note); 
 
            OnNoteUpdated(); 
        } 
 
        public Note Get(int id) 
        { 
            return _conclusionNoteRepository.Get(id); 
        } 
 
        public virtual ICollection<Note> GetAll() 
        { 
            return _conclusionNoteRepository.GetAll(); 
        } 
 
        protected virtual void OnNoteUpdated() 
        { 
            NoteUpdated?.Invoke(null, EventArgs.Empty); 
        } 
    } 

 

    public class PersonService : IConclutionService<Person> 
    { 
        private readonly PersonEventAggregator _eventAggregator; 
 
        public PersonService() 
        { 
            _eventAggregator = PersonEventAggregator.GetAggregator(); 
        } 
 
        public void Create(Person conclution) 
        { 
            var repo = new PersonRepository(); 
            repo.Create(conclution); 
            _eventAggregator.OnCreated(new PersonEventArgs(conclution)); 
        } 
 
        public void Update(Person conclution) 
        { 
            var repo = new PersonRepository(); 
            repo.Update(conclution); 
            _eventAggregator.OnUpdated(new PersonEventArgs(conclution)); 
        } 
 
        public void Remove(Person conclution) 
        { 
            var repo = new PersonRepository(); 
            repo.Remove(conclution); 
            _eventAggregator.OnDeleted(new PersonEventArgs(conclution)); 
        } 
 
        public Person GetConclution(int id) 
        { 
            return new PersonRepository().Get(id); 
        } 
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        public ICollection<Person> GetConclutions() 
        { 
            return new PersonRepository().GetAll(); 
        } 
 
        public ICollection<Person> GetRelationships<TRelationship>(Person person) 
            where TRelationship : Relationship 
        { 
            return 
                GetFirstPersonRelationships<TRelationship>(person) 
                    .Concat(GetSecondPersonRelationships<TRelationship>(person)) 
                    .Distinct() 
                    .ToList(); 
        } 
 
        public ICollection<Person> GetFirstPersonRelationships<TRelationship>(Person  

person) 
            where TRelationship : Relationship 
        { 
            return 
                person.Relation.OfType<TRelationship>() 
                    .Select(relationship => relationship.Person2) 
                    .Distinct() 
                    .ToList(); 
        } 
 
        public ICollection<Person> GetSecondPersonRelationships<TRelationship>(Person  

person) 
            where TRelationship : Relationship 
        { 
            return 
                person.Relation1.OfType<TRelationship>() 
                    .Select(relationship => relationship.Person1) 
                    .Distinct() 
                    .ToList(); 
        } 
 
        public void ChangeGender(Person person, Gender newGender) 
        { 
            if (person?.GenderAffilation == null || newGender == null) 
                return; 
 
            new PersonRepository().ChangeGender(person, newGender); 
            _eventAggregator.OnUpdated(new PersonEventArgs(person)); 
        } 
    } 

 

    public class RelationshipService<TRelationship> : ConclusionService<TRelationship>  
where TRelationship : Relationship 

    { 
        public RelationshipService() : base(new  

RelationshipRepository<TRelationship>()) 
        { 
        } 
         
        public RelationshipService(RelationshipRepository<TRelationship> repository) :  

base(repository) { } 
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        public override void Create(TRelationship conclution) 
        { 
            base.Create(conclution); 
            RelationshipEventAggregator.GetAggregator().OnCreated(new  

RelationshipEventArgs(conclution)); 
        } 
 
        public override void Update(TRelationship conclution) 
        { 
            base.Update(conclution); 
            RelationshipEventAggregator.GetAggregator().OnUpdated(new  

RelationshipEventArgs(conclution)); 
        } 
 
        public override void Remove(TRelationship conclution) 
        { 
            base.Remove(conclution); 
            RelationshipEventAggregator.GetAggregator().OnDeleted(new  

RelationshipEventArgs(conclution)); 
        } 
 
        public ICollection<TRelationship> GetRelationships(Person person) 
        { 
            return 
                GetConclutions() 
                    .Where(relationship => relationship.Person1.Equals(person) ||  

relationship.Person2.Equals(person)) 
                    .ToList(); 
        }  
 
        public virtual ICollection<TRelationship> GetImplicitRelationships(Person  

person) 
        { 
            return new Collection<TRelationship>(); 
        } 
 
        public virtual Person GetPerson1OfRelationship(TRelationship relationship) 
        { 
            var personService = new PersonService(); 
            return personService.GetConclution(relationship.Person1.Id); 
        } 
 
        public virtual Person GetPerson2OfRelationship(TRelationship relationship) 
        { 
            var personService = new PersonService(); 
            return personService.GetConclution(relationship.Person2.Id); 
        } 
    } 
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    public class SourceService : ISourceService 
    { 
        public event EventHandler<SourceEventArgs> SourceCreated; 
        public event EventHandler<SourceEventArgs> SourceUpdated; 
        public event EventHandler<SourceEventArgs> SourceRemoved;  
 
        public void CreateSource(Source source) 
        { 
            var repo = new SourceRepository(); 
            repo.Create(source); 
            OnSourceCreated(new SourceEventArgs(source)); 
        } 
 
        public void UpdateSource(Source source) 
        { 
            var repo = new SourceRepository(); 
            repo.Update(source); 
            OnSourceUpdated(new SourceEventArgs(source)); 
        } 
 
        public void RemoveSource(Source source) 
        { 
            var repo = new SourceRepository(); 
            repo.Remove(source); 
            OnSourceRemoved(new SourceEventArgs(source)); 
        } 
 
        public Source GetSource(int id) 
        { 
            var repo = new SourceRepository(); 
            return repo.Get(id); 
        } 
 
        public ICollection<Source> GetAllSources() 
        { 
            var repo = new SourceRepository(); 
            return repo.GetAll(); 
        } 
 
        public int GetPartsCount(Source source) 
        { 
            return source.SourcePart.Count; 
        } 
 
        public int GetReferencesCount(Source source) 
        { 
            return source.SourcePart.Sum(sourcePart =>  

sourcePart.SourceReference.Count); 
        } 
 
        protected virtual void OnSourceCreated(SourceEventArgs e) 
        { 
            SourceCreated?.Invoke(this, e); 
        } 
 
        protected virtual void OnSourceUpdated(SourceEventArgs e) 
        { 
            SourceUpdated?.Invoke(this, e); 
        } 
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        protected virtual void OnSourceRemoved(SourceEventArgs e) 
        { 
            SourceRemoved?.Invoke(this, e); 
        } 
    } 

10.3 Repository 
Classes from the repository layer of Thesis Genealogy. 

    public class ConclusionRepository<TConclusion> : IRepository<TConclusion> where  
TConclusion : Conclusion 

    { 
        public virtual void Create(TConclusion entity) 
        { 
            var context = ContextSingleton.GetContext(); 
            context.Entry(entity).State = EntityState.Added; 
            context.SaveChanges(); 
        } 
 
        public virtual void Remove(TConclusion entity) 
        { 
            var context = ContextSingleton.GetContext(); 
            context.Entry(entity).State = EntityState.Deleted; 
            context.SaveChanges(); 
        } 
 
        public virtual void Update(TConclusion entity) 
        { 
            var context = ContextSingleton.GetContext(); 
            context.Entry(entity).State = EntityState.Modified; 
            context.SaveChanges(); 
        } 
 
        public virtual TConclusion Get(int id) 
        { 
            return GetEnumerable().SingleOrDefault(c => c.Id == id); 
        } 
 
        public virtual ICollection<TConclusion> GetAll() 
        { 
            return GetEnumerable().ToList(); 
        } 
 
        protected virtual IQueryable<TConclusion> GetEnumerable() 
        { 
            Return ContextSingleton.GetContext().ConclusionSet 

.OfType<TConclusion>().Include(c => c.SourceReference); 
        }  
    } 

 

    public class GenderRepository : IRepository<Gender> 
    { 
        public void Create(Gender entity) 
        { 
            var context = ContextSingleton.GetContext(); 
            context.Entry(entity).State = EntityState.Added; 
            context.SaveChanges(); 
        } 
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        public void Remove(Gender entity) 
        { 
            var context = ContextSingleton.GetContext(); 
            context.Entry(entity).State = EntityState.Deleted; 
            context.SaveChanges(); 
        } 
 
        public void Update(Gender entity) 
        { 
            var context = ContextSingleton.GetContext(); 
            context.Entry(entity).State = EntityState.Modified; 
            context.SaveChanges(); 
        } 
 
        public Gender Get(int id) 
        { 
            return ContextSingleton.GetContext().GenderSet.Find(id); 
        } 
 
        public ICollection<Gender> GetAll() 
        { 
            return ContextSingleton.GetContext().GenderSet.Include(g =>  

g.GenderAffilation).ToList(); 
        } 
    } 

 

    public class GenealogyEventRepository : ConclusionRepository<GenealogyEvent> 
    { 
        protected override IQueryable<GenealogyEvent> GetEnumerable() 
        { 
            return 
                base.GetEnumerable() 
                    .Include(genealogyEvent => genealogyEvent.EventRole) 
                    .Include(genealogyEvent => genealogyEvent.GenealogyEventType); 
        } 
    } 

 

    public interface IRepository<T> 
    { 
        void Create(T entity); 
 
        void Remove(T entity); 
 
        void Update(T entity); 
 
        T Get(int id); 
 
        ICollection<T> GetAll(); 
    } 
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    public class NamePartRepository<TNamePart> : ConclusionRepository<TNamePart> where  
TNamePart : NamePart 

    { 
        protected override IQueryable<TNamePart> GetEnumerable() 
        { 
            return base.GetEnumerable().Include(namePart =>  

namePart.Name).Include(namePart => namePart.NameSpelling); 
 
        } 
    } 

 

    public class NameRepository : ConclusionRepository<Name> 
    { 
        protected override IQueryable<Name> GetEnumerable() 
        { 
            return 
                base.GetEnumerable() 
                    .Include(name => name.Person) 
                    .Include(name => name.NameParts) 
                    .Include(name => name.PreferedGiven) 
                    .Include(name => name.PreferedPrefix) 
                    .Include(name => name.PreferedSuffix) 
                    .Include(name => name.PreferedSurname); 
        } 
    } 

 

    public class PersonRepository : ConclusionRepository<Person> 
    { 
        public override void Update(Person entity) 
        { 
            var repo = ContextSingleton.GetContext(); 
            var oldPerson = repo.ConclusionSet.Find(entity.Id) as Person; 
 
            if (oldPerson == null) 
                throw new ArgumentException("Id does not resolve to a Person"); 
 
            if (oldPerson.GenderAffilation.Gender.GetType() !=  

entity.GenderAffilation.Gender.GetType()) 
            { 
                repo.Entry(oldPerson.GenderAffilation.Gender).State =  

EntityState.Deleted; 
                repo.SaveChanges(); 
            } 
             
            repo.Entry(entity).State = EntityState.Modified; 
            repo.SaveChanges(); 
        } 
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        public override Person Get(int id) 
        { 
            return 
                ContextSingleton.GetContext() 
                    .ConclusionSet.OfType<Person>() 
                    .Include(person => person.GenderAffilation) 
                    .Include(person => person.GenderAffilation.Gender) 
                    .Include(person => person.Relation) 
                    .Include(person => person.Relation1) 
                    .Include(person => person.Name) 
                    .SingleOrDefault(person => person.Id == id); 
        } 
 
 
        public override ICollection<Person> GetAll() 
        { 
            return 
                ContextSingleton.GetContext() 
                    .ConclusionSet.OfType<Person>() 
                    .Include(person => person.GenderAffilation) 
                    .Include(person => person.GenderAffilation.Gender) 
                    .Include(person => person.Relation) 
                    .Include(person => person.Relation1) 
                    .Include(person => person.Name) 
                    .ToList(); 
        } 
 
        public void ChangeGender(Person person, Gender newGender) 
        { 
            var context = ContextSingleton.GetContext(); 
 
            if (person.GenderAffilation.Gender != null) 
            { 
                context.Entry(person.GenderAffilation.Gender).State =  

EntityState.Deleted; 
                context.SaveChanges(); 
            } 
            person.GenderAffilation.Gender = newGender; 
             
            context.Entry(person.GenderAffilation.Gender).State = EntityState.Added; 
            context.SaveChanges(); 
        } 
    } 

 

    public class RelationshipRepository<TRelationship> :  
ConclusionRepository<TRelationship> where TRelationship : Relationship 

    { 
        public override TRelationship Get(int id) 
        { 
            return 
                ContextSingleton.GetContext() 
                    .ConclusionSet.OfType<TRelationship>() 
                    .Include(r => r.Person1) 
                    .Include(r => r.Person2) 
                    .Include(r => r.SourceReference) 
                    .SingleOrDefault(r => r.Id == id); 
        } 
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        public override ICollection<TRelationship> GetAll() 
        { 
            return 
                ContextSingleton.GetContext() 
                    .ConclusionSet.OfType<TRelationship>() 
                    .Include(r => r.Person1) 
                    .Include(r => r.Person2) 
                    .Include(r => r.SourceReference).ToList(); 
        } 
    } 

 

    public class SourceRepository : IRepository<Source> 
    { 
        public void Create(Source entity) 
        { 
            var context = ContextSingleton.GetContext(); 
             
            context.Entry(entity).State = EntityState.Added; 
            context.SaveChanges(); 
             
        } 
 
        public void Remove(Source entity) 
        { 
            var context = ContextSingleton.GetContext(); 
 
            context.Entry(entity).State = EntityState.Deleted; 
            context.SaveChanges(); 
        } 
 
        public void Update(Source entity) 
        { 
            var context = ContextSingleton.GetContext(); 
 
            context.Entry(entity).State = EntityState.Modified; 
            context.SaveChanges(); 
        } 
 
        public Source Get(int id) 
        { 
            var context = ContextSingleton.GetContext(); 
            return context.SourceSet.Find(id); 
        } 
 
        public ICollection<Source> GetAll() 
        { 
            var context = ContextSingleton.GetContext(); 
            return context.SourceSet.Include(s => s.SourcePart).ToList(); 
        } 
    } 
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11 Appendix B – Code: Integration Mechanism 

The key parts of code for the integration mechanism is showed in this appendix. There are classes for 

the neutralization process and some classes for connection to FamilySearch.  

    public class Auth 
    { 
        public void OAuth(string oAuth) 
        { 
            FsParams.OAuth = oAuth; 
            FsParams.GetFamilySearchFamilyTree(); 
        } 
 
        public bool IsLoggedIn() 
        { 
            return FsParams.OAuth != string.Empty &&  

FsParams.GetFamilySearchFamilyTree().IsAuthenticated; 
        } 
    } 

 

    public class Import 
    { 
        private readonly Gx.Gedcomx _gedcomx; 
 
        public Import() 
        { 
            _gedcomx = new Gx.Gedcomx 
            { 
                Persons = new List<Person>(), 
                Relationships = new List<Relationship>() 
            }; 
        } 
 
        public Gx.Gedcomx ImportFromFamilySearch(string firstId) 
        { 
            var tree = FsParams.GetFamilySearchFamilyTree(); 
            var person = tree.ReadPersonById(firstId); 
            _gedcomx.AddPerson(person.Person); 
            addPerson(person.Person); 
 
            return _gedcomx; 
        } 
 
        private void addPerson(Person person) 
        { 
            var tree = FsParams.GetFamilySearchFamilyTree(); 
            var personState = tree.ReadPersonById(person.Id); 
            addParents(personState); 
            addChildren(personState); 
            addCouple(personState); 
        } 
 
        private void addParents(PersonState personState) 
        { 
            var parents = personState.ReadParents(); 
            addPersons(parents.Persons); 
            addRelationships(parents.Relationships); 
        } 
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        private void addChildren(PersonState personState) 
        { 
            var children = personState.ReadChildren(); 
            addPersons(children.Persons); 
            addRelationships(children.Relationships); 
        } 
 
        private void addCouple(PersonState personState) 
        { 
            var couples = personState.ReadSpouses(); 
            addPersons(couples.Persons); 
            addRelationships(couples.Relationships); 
        } 
 
        private void addPersons(List<Person> persons) 
        { 
            if (persons == null) 
                return; 
 
            var array = persons.ToArray(); 
 
            foreach (Person person in array) 
            { 
                if (_gedcomx.Persons.All(p => p.Id != person.Id)) 
                    _gedcomx.AddPerson(person); 
                else 
                    persons.Remove(person); 
            } 
 
            foreach (var person in persons) 
            { 
                addPerson(person); 
            } 
        } 
 
        private void addRelationships(List<Relationship> relationships) 
        { 
            if (relationships == null) 
                return; 
 
            var array = relationships.ToArray(); 
 
            foreach (var relationship in array) 
            { 
                if (_gedcomx.Relationships.All(r => r.Id != relationship.Id)) 
                    _gedcomx.AddRelationship(relationship); 
            } 
        } 
    } 

    public abstract class NeutralizeConclustion<TIn, TOut> : Neutralizer<TIn, TOut>  
where TIn : LoConclusion where TOut : GxConclusion 

 
    { 
 
        protected override void AddParamerts(TIn toNeutralize, TOut neutralized) 
        { 
            neutralized.Id = toNeutralize.Id.ToString(); 
        } 
    } 
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    public class NeutralizeEventRole : NeutralizeConclustion<LoEventRole, GxEventRole> 
    { 
        private readonly NeutralizeEventRoleType _neutralizeEventRoleType; 
 
        public NeutralizeEventRole() 
        { 
            _neutralizeEventRoleType = new NeutralizeEventRoleType(); 
        } 
 
        public override GxEventRole Neutralize(LoEventRole toNeutralize) 
        { 
            var role = new GxEventRole(); 
            AddParamerts(toNeutralize, role); 
            return role; 
        } 
 
        protected override void AddParamerts(LoEventRole toNeutralize, GxEventRole  

neutralized) 
        { 
            base.AddParamerts(toNeutralize, neutralized); 
            neutralized.Person = new  

ResourceReference(toNeutralize.Person.Id.ToString()); 
            neutralized.Details = toNeutralize.Description; 
            neutralized.Type = _neutralizeEventRoleType.Neutralize(toNeutralize); 
        } 
    } 

 

    public class NeutralizeGender : NeutralizeConclustion<LoGender, GxGender> 
    { 
        private readonly NeutralizeGenderType _neutralizeGenderType; 
 
        public NeutralizeGender() 
        { 
            _neutralizeGenderType = new NeutralizeGenderType(); 
        } 
 
        public override GxGender Neutralize(LoGender toNeutralize) 
        { 
            var gxGender = new GxGender(); 
            AddParamerts(toNeutralize, gxGender); 
            return gxGender; 
        } 
 
        protected override void AddParamerts(LoGender toNeutralize, GxGender  

neutralized) 
        { 
            base.AddParamerts(toNeutralize, neutralized); 
            neutralized.KnownType =  

_neutralizeGenderType.Neutralize(toNeutralize.Gender); 
        } 
    } 
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    public class NeutralizeGenealogyEvent : NeutralizeConclustion<LoEvent, GxEvent> 
    { 
        private readonly NeutralizeDate _neutralizeDate; 
        private readonly NeutralizeEventType _neutralizeEventType; 
        private readonly NeutralizeEventRole _neutralizeEventRole; 
 
        public NeutralizeGenealogyEvent() 
        { 
            _neutralizeDate = new NeutralizeDate(); 
            _neutralizeEventType = new NeutralizeEventType(); 
            _neutralizeEventRole = new NeutralizeEventRole(); 
        } 
 
        public override GxEvent Neutralize(LoEvent toNeutralize) 
        { 
            var gx = new GxEvent(); 
            AddParamerts(toNeutralize, gx); 
            return gx; 
        } 
 
        protected override void AddParamerts(LoEvent toNeutralize, GxEvent  

neutralized) 
        { 
            base.AddParamerts(toNeutralize, neutralized); 
            if (toNeutralize.Date != null) 
                neutralized.Date = _neutralizeDate.Neutralize(toNeutralize.Date); 
            neutralized.KnownType =  

    _neutralizeEventType.Neutralize(toNeutralize.GenealogyEventType); 
 
            neutralized.Roles = new List<EventRole>(); 
            foreach (var eventRole in toNeutralize.EventRole) 
            { 
                neutralized.Roles.Add(_neutralizeEventRole.Neutralize(eventRole)); 
            } 
        } 
    } 

 

    public class NeutralizeModel : Neutralizer<ThesisModel, Gx.Gedcomx> 
    { 
        private readonly NeutralizePerson _neutralizePerson; 
        private readonly NeutralizeRelationship _neutralizeRelationship; 
        private readonly NeutralizeGenealogyEvent _neutralizeGenealogyEvent; 
 
        public NeutralizeModel() 
        { 
            _neutralizePerson = new NeutralizePerson(); 
            _neutralizeRelationship = new NeutralizeRelationship(); 
            _neutralizeGenealogyEvent = new NeutralizeGenealogyEvent(); 
        } 
 
        public override Gx.Gedcomx Neutralize(ThesisModel toNeutralize) 
        { 
            var gxModel = new Gx.Gedcomx(); 
            AddParamerts(toNeutralize, gxModel); 
            return gxModel; 
        } 
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        protected override void AddParamerts(ThesisModel toNeutralize, Gx.Gedcomx  

neutralized) 
        { 
            foreach (var person in toNeutralize.GetPersons()) 
            { 
                neutralized.AddPerson(_neutralizePerson.Neutralize(person)); 
            } 
            foreach (var relationship in toNeutralize.GetRelationships()) 
            {  

neutralized.AddRelationship( 
   _neutralizeRelationship.Neutralize(relationship)); 

            } 
            foreach (var genealogyEvent in toNeutralize.GetGenealogyEvents()) 
            { 
                 

neutralized.AddEvent( 
   _neutralizeGenealogyEvent.Neutralize(genealogyEvent)); 

            } 
        } 
    } 

 

    public class NeutralizeName : NeutralizeConclustion<LoName, GxName> 
    { 
        public override GxName Neutralize(LoName toNeutralize) 
        { 
            var gxName = new GxName(); 
            AddParamerts(toNeutralize, gxName); 
            return gxName; 
        } 
 
        protected override void AddParamerts(LoName toNeutralize, GxName neutralized) 
        { 
            base.AddParamerts(toNeutralize, neutralized); 
            var prefix = toNeutralize.PreferedPrefix; 
            var given = toNeutralize.PreferedGiven; 
            var surname = toNeutralize.PreferedSurname; 
            var suffix = toNeutralize.PreferedSuffix; 
 
            var nameForm = new NameForm 
            { 
                //Not instantiated by NameForm class. 
                Parts = new List<NamePart>() 
            }; 
 
            var fullName = string.Empty; 
            if (prefix != null) 
            { 
                fullName += prefix.PreferedameSpelling?.Spelling; 
                nameForm.Parts.Add(new NamePart(NamePartType.Prefix,  

prefix.PreferedameSpelling?.Spelling)); 
            } 
            if (given != null) 
            { 
                fullName += addSpace(fullName) + given.PreferedameSpelling?.Spelling; 
                nameForm.Parts.Add(new NamePart(NamePartType.Given,  

given.PreferedameSpelling?.Spelling)); 
            } 
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            if (surname != null) 
            { 
                fullName += addSpace(fullName) +  

surname.PreferedameSpelling?.Spelling; 
                nameForm.Parts.Add(new NamePart(NamePartType.Surname,  

surname.PreferedameSpelling?.Spelling)); 
            } 
            if (suffix != null) 
            { 
                fullName += addSpace(fullName) + suffix.PreferedameSpelling?.Spelling; 
                nameForm.Parts.Add(new NamePart(NamePartType.Suffix,  

suffix.PreferedameSpelling?.Spelling)); 
            } 
 
 
            nameForm.SetFullText(fullName); 
 
            neutralized.SetNameForm(nameForm); 
             
        } 
 
        private static string addSpace(string fullname) 
        { 
            return fullname.Length > 0 ? " " : string.Empty; 
        } 
    } 

 

    public class NeutralizePerson : NeutralizeConclustion<LoPerson, GxPerson> 
    { 
        private readonly NeutralizeGender _neutralizeGender; 
        private readonly NeutralizeName _neutralizeName; 
 
        public NeutralizePerson() 
        { 
            _neutralizeGender = new NeutralizeGender(); 
            _neutralizeName = new NeutralizeName(); 
        } 
 
        public override GxPerson Neutralize(LoPerson localPerson) 
        { 
            var gxPerson = new GxPerson(); 
            AddParamerts(localPerson, gxPerson); 
            return gxPerson; 
        } 
 
        protected override void AddParamerts(LoPerson toNeutralize, GxPerson  

neutralized) 
        { 
            base.AddParamerts(toNeutralize, neutralized); 
            neutralized.Gender =  

_neutralizeGender.Neutralize(toNeutralize.GenderAffilation); 
            neutralized.AddName(_neutralizeName.Neutralize(toNeutralize.Name)); 
             
        } 
    } 
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public class NeutralizeRelationship : NeutralizeConclustion<LoRelationship,  
GxRelationship> 

    { 
        private readonly NeutralizeRelationshipType _neutralizeRelationshipType; 
 
        public NeutralizeRelationship() 
        { 
            _neutralizeRelationshipType = new NeutralizeRelationshipType(); 
        } 
 
        public override GxRelationship Neutralize(LoRelationship toNeutralize) 
        { 
            var relationship = new GxRelationship(); 
            AddParamerts(toNeutralize, relationship); 
            return relationship; 
        } 
 
        protected override void AddParamerts(LoRelationship toNeutralize,  

GxRelationship neutralized) 
        { 
            base.AddParamerts(toNeutralize, neutralized); 
            neutralized.SetType(_neutralizeRelationshipType.Neutralize(toNeutralize)); 
            neutralized.Person1 = new  

ResourceReference(toNeutralize.Person1.Id.ToString()); 
            neutralized.Person2 = new  

ResourceReference(toNeutralize.Person2.Id.ToString()); 
        } 
    } 

 

    public interface INeutralize<TIn, TOut> 
    { 
        TOut Neutralize(TIn toNeutralize); 
    } 

 

    public abstract class Neutralizer<TIn, TOut> : INeutralize<TIn, TOut> 
    { 
        public abstract TOut Neutralize(TIn toNeutralize); 
 
        protected abstract void AddParamerts(TIn toNeutralize, TOut neutralized); 
         
    } 


